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1 Installation
As of version 6.4,  binary packages for SIMRES are available only for 64 bit  platforms.  The 
package includes necessary 3rd party libraries such as Java3D, Jama, PGPLOT, MCPL, etc. (see 
the  README.md  file  in  the  installation  folder).  In  addition,  default  configuration  files  and 
example projects are included, so that the program is ready for use immediately after installation. 

1.1 Requirements

Java Runtime Environment

SIMRES GUI is  build in  Java and requires  a 64-bit  version of Java JRE or SDK to execute 
(minimum version is 1.8). On Linux, it can be installed e.g. as (Ubuntu, Debian):
sudo apt install openjdk-8-jre

On Windows, there are two options:

1. Get the instaler from https://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp and 
choose the Windows 64 bit offline version. Note that by default, this site offers only the 32 
bit version so you need to choose the 64 bit installer manually. Note also that Oracle has 
recently changed their license conditions for end users so that you may not be eligible for 
using this JRE.

2. Choose the open source GPL-licensed JDK from https://openjdk.java.net/. Binary 
distributions should be available at https://jdk.java.net/.

When Java JRE or SDK is installed at  Program Files\Java\[some name],  the SIMRES 
installer should find it. Otherwise you need to provide a path to it by editting the JRE variable in  
./simres.bat manually.

Other Runtime Libraries

The Windows binary distributions are build using the Mingw-w64 package and required runtime 
libraries should be included in the binary distribution.

On Linux, the GNU gcc package is used and required runtime libraries (in particular, libgfortran) 
should be installed by the system admin. This also depends on the version of gcc the SIMRES 
binaries were compiled against. At present, the binary distribution for Linux is built on Ubuntu 
18.04 with gcc version 7.4.0, therefore libgfortran.so.4 is required.

1.2 Linux

Compiled executables for x86_64  platform are included in the installation package together with 
the perl script for installation. 

1. Get the binary package at http://neutron.ujf.cas.cz/restrax/download and 
unpack it.

2. Run command [sudo] perl Install.pl [target directory] 
from the distribution directory to install SIMRES. If the target directory is ".", SIMRES is 
installed to /opt/simres and an executable link is made to /usr/bin/simres 
(requires sudo privileges).
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3. Run the program by executing [target directory]/simres (or just simres for the 
standard installation). See the user guide at [target directory]/doc/simres-
guide.pdf for more information.

4. For testing the program in command mode, execute  e.g. [target 
directory]/simres -test 0.

1.3 Windows

1. Get the installer at http://neutron.ujf.cas.cz/restrax/download (the installer 
is packed in a zip archive to prevent Windows from blocking its execution).

2. Execute the installer and follow instructions.

3. Run the program (a launch icon should be on the desktop and in the Start menu. See the 
user guide for more information (a link is provided in the Start menu in the Simres folder).

4. For testing the program in command mode, open the Simres command window (a link 
should be available in the program group). Then execute  e.g. simres -test 0.

5. Some antivirus programs like AVG may hinder the first launch of the program. If this 
happens, press RESET on the control panel to restart the kernel.

1.4 Upgrade from previous versions

A new version can be installed over the previous one in the same directory. To preserve the older 
version, choose another directory when asked (Windows) or as the installer argument (Linux). 
New  versions  are  backwards  compatible  so  that  they  should  accept  older  instrument 
configurations. Note that newly introduced components, parameters and options will be loaded 
with default values and you may still need to modify them according to your needs. 

Both  versions  will  share  the  same  user  home  directory  (Windows:  %homepath%/.simres, 
Linux: ~/.simres) which may cause some problems with forward compatibility. It is therefore 
recommended to make a backup of this folder before running an older version after the upgrade.

Of course, clean installation is always the safe way: uninstall SIMRES (Windows: run uninstaller; 
Linux:  delete  installation  folder  content)  and  delete  your  local  configurations   (Windows: 
%homepath%/.simres; Linux: ~/.simres) – but as always, backup first! 
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2 Compilation
Get source files from git repository

Clone SIMRES from GitHub repository:
git clone --recurse-submodules https://github.com/saroun/simres

Alternatively,  it  is  possible  to  download  source  distribution  as  a  zip  archive  at 
http://neutron.ujf.cas.cz/restrax/download and unpack it to a new folder.

Add 3rd party software

• Get PGPLOT source files:
Get the source distribution at http://www.astro.caltech.edu/~tjp/pgplot, Version 5.2.2. 
Unpack the archive to ./3dparty/pgplot.

• Get the Java3D library for your OS and architecture and make sure the submodule 
simresUI can see it. Refer to the Requirements section of 
./submodules/simresUI/README.md for details.

2.1 Windows

Edit the build.bat script from the source distribution to make sure that the required toolchain is 
available. Specifically, the following tools are required:

To build SIMRES core:

• perl for makefile configuration

• mingw-w64 compiler suite including gcc, gfortran, make

To build JSDRIV Windows server for PGPLOT:

• lazbuild command line compiler from Lazarus IDE. See 
submodules/jsdriv_server/README.md for details.

To build GUI:

• Java SDK (version 1.8 or later)

• Ant builder

• Java3D package, see submodules/simresUI/README.md for instructions.

Run build.bat. This will perform all necessary steps: configure, compile and install SIMRES to 
./distr. See the content of build.bat for the make commands which can also be used to build 
the core, PGPLOT driver and GUI separately. After execution of the script, it should be possible  
to  run  SIMRES by executing  ./distr/start.bat.  For  running a  test  in  command  mode, 
execute .\distr\simres.bat -test 0. For building an installer, see the last section below.

2.2 Linux

Make sure that the required toolchain is available. Specifically, the following tools are required:

• gcc compilers suite with gfortran
sudo apt-get install gcc gfortran make

• libX11 headers
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sudo apt-get install libx11-dev

• Java development kit
sudo apt-get install openjdk-8-jdk-headless

• Ant builder
sudo apt-get install ant

• Java3D package
see submodules/simresUI/README.md for instructions.

Run the script  build.sh. This will perform all necessary steps: configure, compile and install 
SIMRES to ./distr. See the content of build.sh for the make commands which can also be used 
to build the core, PGPLOT driver and GUI separately. After execution of the script, it should be 
possible to run SIMRES by executing  ./distr/start. For running a test in command mode, 
execute ./distr/simres -test 0. For building a binary package, see the last section below

2.3 Building of binary distribution packages

Windows

• If you want to build a self-contained binary distribution, copy all required runtime libraries 
to the ./rtlib/windows subdirectory. For example, when building with mingw-
w64 on Windows, the libraries libgcc_s_seh-1.dll and libquadmath-0.dll are 
required.

• After building and testing the distribution (see Compilation/Windows), run the script 
ZipBin.pl. Add the "-inno" option to build Windows installer using the INNO Setup utility 
iscc:
perl ZipBin.pl -inno

Linux

• After building and testing the distribution (see Compilation/Linux), run the script 
ZipBin.pl:
perl ZipBin.pl

• To create source distribution, run:
perl ZipSrc.pl
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3 First start

last update: 06/17/2021

Program starts with opening a command prompt window and a welcome window with a selection 
of available projects.

Startup  window.  Your  projects  should  be 
available  on  the  selection  list,  the  previously 
used on is the first. 

To  start  with  one  of  the  provided  demo 
examples,  check  the  “Demo  project”  box  and 
choose one of the examples. 

Info button shows brief information about news 
in this SIMRES version.

Start  button  starts  SIMRES  with  the  selected 
project settings.

After choosing the project and clicking the Start button, the main window of SIMRES opens. It  
may take few seconds to finish initialization tasks like loading instrument configuration, lookup 
tables etc. If everything is correct, you should get the Control panel window with “Run” button 
enabled in the upper left corner:

The “Ready” status  indicates  the program is  ready for user input.  The newly loaded projects 
should be prepared for starting simulation (Run button) for given number of final counts (the text 
field next to Run). 

Information about configuration file and lookup tables loaded appears in the “Results” window:
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The last line (Started SIMRES 6.5.3) also indicates that the initialization passed successfully.

3.1 How to start a new project

Project dialog

User projects are managed from the Project dialog (menu Files/Projects) shown below:

Information about available projects is saved in the user's profile on the system (%userprofile
%/.simres in Windows and ~/.simres in Linux) in the file user_projects.xml. It can be 
edited in a suitable text editor before starting SIMRES, or from this Project dialog.

Project information:

Project path A folder with all instrument configuration files and other input data (e.g. lookup 
tables for supermirror reflectivity, source tables, sample data etc.).
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Some subdirectories are automatically created when missing:

./tables for lookup tables 

./components for individually saved components

./.simres  a hidden folder with project information

Output Path A folder for file output (simulation results).

Config. file An instrument file loaded when the project is selected. 

Description Project name shown on the selection list. 

Functions

New Creates a new empty project. Fill in the project information. The directories and 
configuration files must be created/copied manually. Then press Apply to actually 
create a new project. 

Clone Like “New”, but the newly created project is based on the actually used project 
(marked  by *  on  the  list).  All  files  from the  existing  configuration  folder  are 
copied to the new location. 

Delete Delete the project from the list. The currently used project cannot be deleted, but 
you can select another one from the list and then delete it.

Reset Resets  all  changes  to  the  selected  project  data  (before  they  are  submitted  by 
Apply). 

Import It opens a directory selection dialog, where you can choose a directory with an 
existing  project  (the  Project path with  configurations).  It  should  already 
contain  the  subdirectory  .simres and  a  file  project.xml with  project 
information, which is then copied into the dialog editors. If not, a new project is 
created in this folder - then you have to fill in some project information manually 
(name, instrument file and output directory). 

Apply Switches to the newly defined or changed project. The newly specified instrument 
file is loaded and the projects list updated.

Cancel The edits to the project description are discarded. However, if a new project was 
created (using the New or Clone), it remains on the list. 

Starting from a demo project as a template

When using SIMRES for the first time, you may need to start with one of the provided demo 
projects. Choose one of them from the Startup window . Then open the Project dialog and make a 
clone of this project (choose any user folder with write permissions). It is recommended to use 
folders without spaces in the path names. This is not a strict requirement and names with spaces  
should work in most cases, but there might be exceptions. 

Note  that  SIMRES can  use  some  support  data,  such  as  supermirror  reflectivities,  which  are 
provided in the default  configuration folder (./setup subdirectory of the installation target). 
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However, some of them (e.g. source or sample files) need to be copied to your project folder 
manually if you want to use them with your instrument configuration. Files found in the project 
directory have always preference before those in  <installation target>/setup. 

3.2 Troubleshooting

GUI does not start

See the messages shown on the terminal window. Most probably, there is a problem with Java 
configuration, version, etc. Refer to Installation. 

GUI window opens, but initialization does not finish

This  means that  the  simulation  kernel  (a  child  process  started  by GUI)  was not  successfully 
completed. Then the Run button on the Control panel is not enabled, “Started SIMRES” message 
does not show in the Results window, a red error message may appear suggesting the need of a 
kernel  Reset).  See the  Console  and results  Window for  error  messages.  Missing  libraries  are 
typically reported in the Console window.  The Reset button can be used to restart the simulation 
kernel. Then the initialization restarts and may again take a few seconds to finish. By the kernel 
restart,  the actual instrument configuration is not lost. It is kept in GUI and sent to the kernel 
again after the restart. 

I get error messages in the Results window, like some file was not found etc.

Usually it means that some files required by the instrument configuration are missing. Check that 
the reported files are actually placed where expected (see the paths in the dialog Files/ Projects) 

A Version Error window pops up on startup

This happens when previous session finished abruptly (some status data could not be saved). The 
message disappears when you close SIMRES and start it again.  

The simulation runs too long …

You can stop it by using the Reset button. This will restart the simulation kernel.

On installation, I get strange Windows error messages. The installer runs twice !!

This is most likely a problem with antivirus software, observed with AVG, but maybe others may 
cause  it  as  well.  On  the  first  launch,  AVG runs  the  application  in  a  safeguard  mode  while 
searching for threats. It has troubles with INNO setup installer which raises error messages. You 
can  just  cancel  the  installation  window  and  wait  until  it  starts  again  (now  without  AVG 
intervention).  SIMRES  should  then  install  successfully.  Alternatively,  you  can  suspend  AVG 
CyberCapture feature temporarily or try to white list INNO setup - or switch to another antivirus 
software :-). 
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Just after installation, SIMRES initialization starts twice and does not finish! 

See the previous topic, this is the same problem. Restart the kernel by the RESET button. 
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4 Instrument configuration and control

last update: 06/17/21

The  model  of  an  instrument  for  neutron  ray-tracing  is  represented  by  a  single  sequence  of 
components (source, collimators, sample, etc.). The instrument is defined in two steps: (i) setting up 
the  sequence  of  components  in  the  Layout  Editor and  (ii)  adjusting  parameters  of  individual 
components (size, position and other properties) via the Instrument Setup dialog. Apart of setting up 
individual components, there is an  Instrument Interface, which permits to control the instrument 
using physical setup parameters like momentum and energy transfers, wavelength and scattering 
angle,  and to  set  some options  which  define how the configuration responds to  these physical 
parameters. 

All instrument configuration in SIMRES are divided into three sections:

Primary The part  of  the beam between the  source and sample (or  the last  component  if 
sample is missing). This part must be always defined and must include at least the 
source as the first component and at least one other component.

Sample A sample component. Sample must be present if the Secondary part is defined (with 
an  exception  described  in  the  chapter   MCPL and  McStas  binding and  McStas  
binding.

Secondary The beam between the sample and detector. This part is obligatory only if a sample 
is defined.

4.1 Layout Editor

Menu: Tools / Layout editor

This dialog permits to define solely the sequence of components and their names. Components are 
grouped in three sections: Primary, Sample and  Secondary. Sample and Secondary sections can be 
empty. The primary part must contain at least the SOURCE component at the 1st position. 
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Fig. 1. An example of the Layout editor content.

Drag & drop components from/to the repository panel to setup the component sequence (drop the 
component on the group icon if you want to add it to the end of the sequence). The editor makes 
basic  validation  of  the  setup  (e.g.  presence  of  the  source,  allowing  a  sample  to  be  the  only  
component in the Sample group etc.). 

Define the ID and name strings for each component (press ENTER to confirm the changes). The ID 
string must be a unique identifier, it is used address the component by the program and also by users 
in script commands.

In the case of crystal  monochromators/analyzers,  check the “monochromator” box. By this, the 
program knows that this is the component which defines the incident/final wavelengths.

No change to the current setup is made unless the OK button is pressed. After that, the current setup 
is re-built, including related property editors. 

Important: don't forget to adjust distances and/or other parameters after making changes to the 
components sequence. When inserting a new component, its distance is adjusted automatically to be 
200 mm after the preceding component. You need to set at least this value as well as the distance of 
the next component after inserting or moving a component within the instrument layout.

4.2 Instrument Setup

Select: Configuration panel / Instrument
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This panel permits to access all properties of the 
instrument and its components. It is divided into 
the  three  instrument  groups  (Primary,  Sample, 
Secondary) in the sequence previously defined 
in the Layout editor. Click on the table row with 
the component to be modified and then on the 
arrow on  the  right  side  to  open  a  component 
property  editor.  Detailed  description  of  the 
individual  components  and  their  properties  is 
given in another chapter of this guide. Similarly, 
you  can  access  the  instrument  Interface.  The 
Update  button is  provided  to  ensure  that  the 
changed instrument setup is  synchronized with 
the simulation kernel. Normally, this function is 
not needed, because the synchronization is done 
automatically when you press the Apply or Set 
buttons on individual property editors. 

Alternatively, it is possible to access component 
properties by double clicking on the component 
image in the Lab3D viewer

4.3 Instrument Interface

Select: Interface in the Instrument setup dialog
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The Interface editor represents the control panel 
for the instrument. It is designed for navigation of 
basic  instrument  types  (spectrometers  and 
diffractometers)  using  physical  variables  like 
energy  and  momentum  transfers,  incident 
wavelength and scattering angle. Explanation of 
individual properties is given in the table below.

The  input  parameter  set (INPSET)  parameter 
selects one of the two navigation modes: 

1. diffraction: the position is defined by the 
wavelength  and scattering  angle.  Energy 
transfer is set to zero.

2. spectrometer:  the  position  is  defined  by 
KI,  KF,  Q  and  energy  transfer  EN,  as 
usual for three-axis spectrometers.  

The parameter IDs are shown in the tooltip windows (keep pointer over the parameter cell).

variable ID Description

input mode INPSET Select the input mode: diffractometer or spectrometer (see the 
explanation above)

fixed K FIX Which  of  the  Ki,  Kf  remains  fixed  when  changing  energy 
transfer, EN.

Ki KI Magnitude of the incident wave vector

Kf KF Magnitude of the final wave vector

Q Q0 Magnitude of the  scattering vector

energy EN Energy transfer

wavelength LAMBDA Incident wavelength

thetaS THETA Scattering angle

sign of 
thetaS

SS Sign of the scattering angle (<0 is CCW)

psi PSI Either vertical (KFMODE=flat) or azimuthal (KFMODE=TOF) 
angle of the kF vector.

auto adjust ADJ If  set  on,  the  instrument  will  be  automatically  adjusted 
according  to  the  sample  settings  (e.g.  d-spacing  for  powder 
sample or Q,  EN for a single-crystal). Switch it off if you need 
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to  keep  the  instrument  position  independent  of  the  given 
scattering angle, Q, or EN.

orient 
sample

ORISAM If set on, a single-crystal sample will be automatically oriented 
to  the  reflection  position.  The parameter  is  ignored  for  other 
sample types.

off-plane Kf 
mode

KFMODE Defines  orientation  of  the  kF axis,  i.e.  the  way  how  the 
SAMPLE.FRAME.AX  property  is  calculated  (see  the 
documentation to FRAME and Coordinate systems):
KFMODE=flat:  

AX(3)=0,  AX(2)=PSI, AX(3) is set so that the the angle 
between  kI, kF is THETA

KFMODE=TOF: 

AX(1)=p/2, AX(2)=−PSI, AX(3)=−THETA

See the figure below.

Q constant QCONST Normally, changing of the scattering angle changes also Q0. If 
QCONST=yes,  then  Q0  is  kept  constant  and  LAMBDA is 
changed  instead.  EN  remains  constant  so  that  appropriate 
change is applied also to KI or KF. 

off-plane Q OFFPL Applies to single crystal samples: 

OFFPL=no: 
sample is oriented so that Q remains in the horizontal 
plane.

OFFPL=yes: 
sample is tilted so that the the reference axis (A) remains 
in the horizontal  plane.  This mode is  useful e.g.  for a 
sample  in  flat-cone  mode  with  lifted  multianalyzer, 
which then makes a scan in a plane at nearly constant 
height above the reference plane.

Not that this setting has no effect if the required Q0 is in 
the reference plane (A,B).

flat-cone 
analyzer

FLATCONE If set, the analyzer crystal (if present) is rotated so that the kI, kF 

plane is vertical instead of horizontal

a)   b)    c)  
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Positioning of the secondary section, THETA=60 deg: 
a) PSI=0 deg (detector remians in the horizontal plane)
b) PSI=45 deg, KFMODE=TOF (PSI is the rotation around KI axis, like  “hour angle” in astronomy)
c) PSI=−30 deg, KFMODE=flat (PSI is the vertical angle, like “declination” in astronomy)

4.4 Lab3D viewer

Menu: Tools / Lab3D

This  is  a  simple  3D viewer  of  the  instrument 
based on the Java3D graphics library. Although 
the  graphical  representation  of  the  instrument 
components  is  rather  simplified,  it  should 
correctly  show  their  position,  orientation,  size 
and  shape,  so  that  possible  mistakes  in  the 
configuration  parameters  can  be  easily 
identified.  This  viewer  also  permits  to  open a 
component  editor  (use  double  click  on  the 
component to open it).

Tip: press the “Focus” button if you get lost, it 
resets  the  view  at  the  actually  selected 
component.

Controls

Focus focus the view on the previously selected component.  The same function is 
called by pressing the Show button on the property editor of a component.

2D view switch to/from the top view mode (no perspective)

show axis show/hide the laboratory coordinate axis (start at the source) 

wireframe switch  to/from the  wireframe view (only  edge lines  of  the  components  are 
shown)

Mouse navigation

left button + drag rotation around the selected component

right button + drag move

wheel zoom

click select a component

double click open property editor for a component
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5 Simulation control

last update: 06/17/2021

The simulation procedure can be controlled with the help of two sets of options:  Tracing options 
and Reports options. The first one permits to control the simulation process, the second one defines 
the details of diagnostics output. 

Control panel

The  Run button is  disabled while  simulation is  running or until  the program is  ready after the 
program start-up. The number of requested final counts is provided in the input field next to the 
button. A running simulation can be interrupted by pressing the Reset button. This effectively kills 
and restarts the simulation kernel. Check the “use seed” box and provide an odd integer number if  
you want to initialize the random number generator with given seed. 

Progress bar

During simulation, a progress bar gives basic information on the estimated simulation time and 
efficiency (the ratio between the number of successful histories to the total number of trials). In the 
beginning, the simulation process is several times restarted, which can be somewhat frustrating. 
This behavior is normal: the program estimates automatically the optimum sampling volume, which 
requires restarts of the process with better estimates. As a result, the total simulation time is usually 
much shorter, sometimes by orders of magnitude.

5.1 Basic tasks

Here are tips for some common tasks. They are meant as a quick guide only for frequently required 
tasks. SIMRES provides much more functions and multiple ways of how to use them.

Simulation of neutron beam characteristics

1. In Tracing options, set storage mode = detector, tracing mode = all, double 
cycle = no
run simulation

2. Use Plot / beam profile 1D or beam map 2D to see the results

3. Use File / save graph data to save the plotted data in an ASCII file 
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This permits to simulate and view beam intensity maps in various projections (see Intensity maps). 
NOTE: The beam plots show the neutrons stored in the monitor selected in the Configuration panel 
(see the component MONITOR).

Simulation of scattering data

1. In Tracing options, set tracing mode = all, double cycle = no or yes
run simulation

2. Use Plot / detector data 1D or detector data 2D to see the results

3. Use File / save graph data to save the plotted data in an ASCII file .

This permits to plot scattering data such as a diffractogram, intensity vs. scattering angle, map of 
intensity over time-of-flight and scattering angle, etc. The possibilities depend on the detector and 
sample settings (see  View detector data).

Simulation of resolution functions

(requires sample and secondary beam)

1. In Tracing options, set storage mode = sample, tracing mode = all, double 
cycle = yes
run simulation

2. Use Plot / resolution profile 1D or resolution map 2D to see the results

3. Use File / save graph data to save the plotted data in an ASCII file 

(see  Resolution functions)

5.2 Tracing options
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variable ID Description

tracing direction DIR Choice  of  tracing  direction  for  the  primary  section 
(source-sample).  Both  methods  should  yield  the  same 
result. For a small sample, upstream tracing can be much 
faster.

upstream -  tracing  starts  at  the  sample  and  continues 
backwards to the source.

downstream - tracing starts at the source

variance reduction VARI Use  automatic  optimization  of  sampling  volume  by 
evaluation  of  covariances  from  random  phase-space 
coordinates

optimize limits MAXV Minimize the limits of sampling volume

safety pool SWPOOL The safety pool is an interval near the sampling volume 
borders  (0.1  of  the  total  width).  No  successful  event 
should be generated from this pool. If so, the limits are 
automatically  expanded  and  the  simulation  is  restarted. 
The  safety  pool  is  automatically  switched  off  after 
accumulation  of  50%  of  required  counts  to  increase 
simulation speed. Never switch this option off except for 
debugging purposes.

counts CNT Simulation  stops  after  the  given  number  of  successful 
histories  (detected  counts).  This  number  is  used  when 
starting  simulation  from  a  script  command  (DO  MC). 
When using  the  interactive  command (Run button),  the 
number in the Control Panel is used.

efficiency limit ELIMIT Simulation  stops  if  the  efficiency  drops  below  the 
specified limit

precision limit PLIMIT Simulation  stops  if  the  statistical  error  drops  below the 
given limit

double cycle DBC no - each trajectory proceeds the whole path between the 
source and detector

yes -  trace  first  through  the  primary  part  and  store 
neutrons at the sample. Then proceed in the second cycle 
by tracing between the sample and the detector

tracing mode MODE primary - trace the primary section (source-detector)

secondary - trace the secondary part (sample-detector)
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all - trace through both sections

run McStas MCSTAS A switch for the special mode allowing to bind SIMRES 
with MCPL and McStas simulation program (see  MCPL
and McStas binding). 

split factor SPLIT Number  of  repetitions  for  the  secondary  part  (works  if 
DBC=yes).

gravity GRAVITY Set the value of homogeneous vertical acceleration field. 
This option does work for most instrument configurations, 
except of tapered elliptic and parabolic guides and guides, 
which  are  vertically  inclined  !  Gravity  is  also  ignored 
during  propagation  of  neutrons  through  samples  and 
crystal mononochromators and analyzers. However, errors 
due to this simplification are usually negligible. 

sampling space PSMODE This  option defines  the sampling volume in momentum 
subspace:

k-space -  random  sampling  is  carried  out  within  a 
rectangular area in  k-space (wavevector).  This option is 
typically  suitable  for  instruments  with  a  crystal 
monochromator.

lambda  space -  sampling  volume  is  defined  by  the 
interval of wavelengths and solid angle. The latter option 
leads  to  much  faster  simulations  in  the  case  of  broad 
bandwidth configurations, like time-of-flight instruments.

adjust T0 ADJT0 Switch  on  in  order  to  adjust  neutron  time  for  actually 
passed  slit  of  a  T0  chopper  (may  be  useful  only 
exceptionally when using resolution chopper with multiple 
slits).

sampling 
distribution

SAMPLING Defines the probability distribution for random numbers. 
Use uniform, the other options are introduced for testing 
only and do not provide better efficiency.
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5.3 Reports options

This  set  of  options  defines  the  level  of  output 
with information about simulation progress. See 
the table below for the explanation of individual 
items.

variable ID Description

events log ELOG Store  approx.  NRAYS  successful  trajectories  (making 
complete path from the source to the end of beamline). 
The exported files are: 

TRACING.dat ...  complete  sequence  of  records  with 
neutron  position,  k-vector,  time,  weight,  name  of  the 
component passing through etc.

TRACING_zt.dat ...  n  pairs  of  columns  with  (z,time) 
coordinates of recorded neutrons

TRACING_zx.dat ...  n  pairs  of  columns  with  (z,x) 
coordinates of recorded neutrons

TRACING_zy.dat ...  n  pairs  of  columns  with  (z,y) 
coordinates of recorded neutrons

(x,y,z,time) is shown in laboratory coordinates (the source 
is at (0,0,0,0) with normal along z).

The files are saved in the directory defined in the project 
setting for output.

log count NRAYS Number of trajectories to be stored (see ELOG). Actual 
number of recorded trajectories can be lower, it depends 
on the length of records. 

statistics STATS Show  the  efficiency  and  transport  probabilities  through 
individual components, statistics oh safety pool hits etc.

sampling volume VOL Show  sampling  volume  before  and  after  optimization 
steps
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variance reduction VARI Show covariance matrix

progress PROG Show progress bar during simulation

results RES Print  basic  results  (intensity,  energy  width,  ...)  on  the 
Results window

limits MAXV Show message when limits are updated

interval TIME Refresh interval for the progress bar

5.4 Scripts

The SIMRES kernel is in fact a console application, which is controlled by executing commands 
sent to its input buffer. The user interface actually creates these commands and sends them to the 
kernel. Almost any user action can thus be executed from a script as if it is performed by a user  
through  the  graphical  interface.  The  Script  editor  has  been  designed  for  this  purpose  (select 
Tools / Script editor from the main menu).

The Script editor permits to edit (or record) 
commands  and  execute  them  non-
interactively.  Empty  lines  and  comments 
(starting with #) are accepted.

Tips: 

1)  Check  the  record script box  and 
then use the graphical interface as usually. 
Corresponding commands will be added at 
the end of the script editor. 

2) Select a part of the script and click on 
Run  selected to  execute  only  the 
selected section.

To set a component parameter, use the syntax:

set [component ID] [variable ID] value

Vector variables can be accessed by index, e.g.

set SAMPLE SIZE(1) 20

or as a vector

set SAMPLE SIZE 20 45 20

To set command parameters:

cmd [command ID] [variable ID] value

To execute a command:

do [command ID]
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To make sure the virtual instrument is properly aligned and dependent parameters updates, use the 
command

XML UPDATE

The text in the script editor is saved together with the instrument setup. When you load a new 
instrument configuration, the  new script is loaded only of the script window is empty!  It is also 
possible to Save/Load the script as a text file (*.inp). 

There are exceptions where a command cannot be used in a script.  Namely,  it  is  the SWARM 
optimizer, which is actually controlled by the user interface and can't be therefore executed as a 
command to the simulation kernel.

UI commands

In addition to the commands sent to the simulation kernel as described above, the script enables to 
interpret  some  other  commands  directly  by  the  user  interface  (UI).  At  present,  these  are  the 
commands used for execution of McStas or running combined SIMRES & McStas simulations (see 
MCPL and McStas binding). Blocks of such commands must be placed in an extra block of lines 
enclosed  in  “block ui”  and “block end” commands,  which  permits  to  invoke  the  UI 
interpreter.

5.5 Console commands

Any  GUI  command  has  a  console/script  equivalent:  switch  on  the  “Record”  option  in  the 
Tools/Script panel and see the output in the script window when executing GUI commands. 

Other commands are currently available only from the console or script (no GUI equivalent). The 
full  list  with  brief  explanations  is  available  from the  command  input  of  the  Console  window 
(type ?). 

Command Parameters Description

REPCR ID report reflecting properties of CRYSTAL component with 
given ID 

REPXT ID report reflecting properties of XTAL component with 
given ID 

REPRE fname

mval

angle

lambda

Saves a file with calculated supermirror reflectivity as it is 
used in simulation. Parameters are:

fname: output file name
mval: m-value of the supermirror
angle [deg]: incident angle
lambda [A]: wavelength

If angle>0, then the reflectivity is calculated at a fixed 
angle (ToF mode)

Else if wavelength>0, the reflectivity is calculated at a 
fixed wavelength (monochromatic mode). 

By default (angle=lambda=0), fixed wavelength of 1.8 A 
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is assumed.

Note thet the result depends on actually loaded set of 
lookup tables  (see 

REPBM fname Prints a list of instrument components with their absolute 
positions and distances and the selected wavelength range.

fname: optional output file name

REPSA fname [, lmin, 
lmax, nl]

Prints the macroscopic interaction cross-sections of the 
sample [in 1/cm]  a function of wavelength.

fname: optional output file name

lmin, lmax, nl: optional wavelength range and number of 
rows (default is lmin=0.5, lmax=5.5, nl=501).

SEED int Reset random generator seed with given integer

CNT Number of requested final counts

BREF index Sets the current registry form the monitors list for plotting 
(index is the pointer to the list on the Configuration 
panel). 

MCPL filename, 
[coord,  filt]

Export events from currently selected neutron registry to 
an MCPL file. The coord and filt arguments aloow to 
define coordinate system anf filter flag, see the BEAM1D 
command (Intensity maps). By default, they are set to 
what is currently specified in the GUI panel for BEAM1D. 
Refer to https://github.com/mctools/mcpl for MCPL 
format.

MCPIN filename

[registry]

Load MCPL file into the given registry :

registry = 1:  Primary neutrons (state in the sample before 
scattering)

registry = 2:  Scattered neutrons (state in the sample after 
scattering)

registry = 0:  The monitor actually selected on the 
Configuration panel (default). 

MCPEX filename

[registry]

Export  given registry to an MCPL file:

registry = 1:  Primary neutrons (state in the sample before 
scattering)

registry = 2:  Scattered neutrons (state in the sample after 
scattering)
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registry = 0:  The monitor actually selected on the 
Configuration panel (default). 

NDUMP registry Dump neutrons from given registry to a text file. 

registry = index of the monitor from the selection list on 
the Configuration panel. The output file name is 
automatically composed from the monitor index and 
name, e.g. ndump_1_MONITOR.dat.  

EXEC CID, ARG Executes component-specific commands. CID = 
component id, ARG = command + arguments. At present, 
following commands are available:

for GUIDE and SGUIDE:

EXEC CID PROF filename
save guide profile as a table in a file

EXEC CID MREC filename
save a table with recorded m-values at reflection events as 
a function of position.
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6 MCPL and McStas binding

last update: 17/06/2021

SIMRES provides functions to export and import neutrons in the form of Monte Carlo Particle Lists 
(MCPL  –  see  https://mctools.github.io/mcpl for  more  details).  Every  SIMRES  monitor  (a 
component shown on the selection list of the Control window after simulation) contains a storage of 
neutron records which can be loaded or saved as an MCPL file. The present version permits only 
command  control  through  the  Console  window  or  Script  window.  There  are  two  commands 
available: 
MCPIN filename [storage]

for input and
MCPOUT filename [storage]

for output. 

Arguments:

filename MCPL file name (full path is required)

storage = 0 or missing: actually selected monitor on the Control panel

storage = 1 input neutron in the sample, state before scattering (SAMPLE_in)

storage = 2 output neutron in the sample, state after scattering  (SAMPLE_out)

On output, neutrons are saved in the entry axis coordinate system of the given monitor component 
(see Coordinate systems and MONITOR). 

The default format option for MCPL files used by SIMRES is

polarization=0 

doubleprec=1

Note that SIMRES uses the same coordinate convention as McStas. Weights of the stored neutrons 
are normalized so that the sum over all records gives the simulated intensity at the given monitor.  
Note that this is measured in n/s in monochromatic mode and n/pulse in time-of-flight mode (if not 
sure: check message on the Results window or y-label when plotting intensity ...) . 

6.1 Binding to McStas

The capability  of  both  SIMRES and McStas  (http://mcstas.org/)  to  use  MCPL files  allowed to 
implement some interoperability features. SIMRES now permits to run combined simulations when 
neutrons are initially traced by SIMRES (typically for the primary beam of an instrument), then sent 
to McStas (via MCPL file export/import), which traces another part of the instrument (typically 
sample and/or the secondary beam to the detector). Optionally, neutrons exported by McStas can be 
loaded back to SIMRES via the same mechanism and traced again by SIMRES through its part of  
the secondary beamline.

Setup requirements 

Set SIMRES Configuration panel / tracing options: 
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Set MCSTAS (run McStas) to “yes”, click “Apply”, then fill in the two distances:

PATHIN (path to sample): distance between the SIMRES monitor exporting MCPL and the sample 
axis. This allows SIMRES to calculate total flight path.  It  is actually only relevant if McStas 
simulates the sample and SIMRES takes over for the secondary part and do some event based ToF 
data evaluation. 

PATHOUT (path  from  sample):  The  distance  between  the  sample  and  the  position  of  the 
MCPL_output component in McStas. The same remark as for PATHIN applies.

McStas file

A compiled McStas instrument file is required, with following obligatory parameters (any others are 
allowed as well):

str input Input  MCPL file  name  (produced  by  SIMRES  and  loaded  by 
McStas)

int repetition Number of loops through the MCPL file to be executed by McStas

str export Output MCPL file name (produced by McStas and loaded back by 
SIMRES).  This  is  obligatory  only  if  the  SIMRES  instrument 
includes secondary beam line (Edit in Tools / Layout editor).

Of course, the McStas file must define the MCPL input and (optionally) output. It should be either 
defined by full path, or placed in the  [cfg]/mcstas subdirectory, where [cfg] stands for the 
configuration folder of the current SIMRES project (see Files/Project).

Commands

The MCPL and McStas binding is currently controlled only by commands in the Console window 
or, more conveniently, as a script (see Tools / Script).  Any executed block of these commands has 
to start with “block ui” line, which invokes the correct command interpreter. If you wand to embed 
other SIMRES command in between the mcstas commands, just close this block by “block end”. 
The available commands are:

Command Argument Explanation

block ui Start the block of mcstas commands

block end End block of mcstas commands

mcstas.file [filename] McStas executable file name

mcstas.outdir [directory] Output  directory  for  McStas  output  and  MCPL 
inpiu/output. It is either absolute path, or relative 
to the current project output directory (see File/ 
Projects).  Note that this directory is  erased (but 
MCPL  files  and  not  subdirectories!)  before 
McStas simulation starts.

mcstas.initialize Must  be  run  first  to  read  out  instrument 
parameters (it starts the McStas file with -h option 
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and interprets the output)

mcstas.name=value Setting  of  any  McStas  instrument  parameters 
(available after calling “initialize”

mcstas.list List  current  values  of  the  McStas  instrument 
parameters to be used in simulation.

mcstas.runall [repetitions] Run  the  combined  SIMRES  –  McStas  [  → 
SIMRES] simulation for given nunber of MCPL 
file repetitions.

mcstas.run [repetitions] Run  just  the  McStas  part  of  the  instrument 
simulation  for  given  number  of  MCPL  file 
repetitions.  The  input  MCPL file  must  already 
exist in the specified output directory.  

Example

An example for combined SIMRES-McStas-SIMRES simulation is available as one of the SIMRES 
demos. From the startup window, check the box “Demo projects” and then select “SIMRES McStas 
binding demo”. After startup process finishes, it  is recommended to create first own project by 
making a clone of this demo: 

1. Go to Files/Projects

2. Click “Clone” and specify (i) a directory for configuration where you have write privileges 
and which does not contain spaces in the path name. Then (ii) define the output directory 
named   “[cfg]/output”  where  [cfg]  is  the  just  selected  configuration  directory.  This 
cloning and setting is normally not necessary, but for this particular example, the output 
directory already contains some data necessary for running the example, namely:

• in [cfg]/mcstas, the McStas instrument file and its compiled executable

• in  [cfg]/output/mcresult/data,  the  sample  files  (*.laz  files  with  the  powder 
structure data)

Like that, the example should run without having McStas actually installed on the system.

The configuration files should be prepared for execution. The necessary commands are written in 
the associated script (open Tools/Script, you can also load it from the provided *.inp from the Script 
window). Just run everything using the “Run” button or run it per selected blocks by using the “Run 
selected” button.

Comments in the script explain the meaning of individual commands. The script does following:     

1) The simulation starts by tracing the primary part of the  diffractometer BEER@ESS in medium 
resolution mode (pulse shaping choppers PSC1 and PSC2), with input slit 1x3 mm at 50 mm before  
the sample. This simulation runs in reverse tracing mode (sample -> source). At the end, neutrons 
are  exported  to  a  MCPL file  (simres.mcpl)  at  the  last  component  on the instrument  list  -  a 
monitor placed at 10 mm after the input slit.

2) Neutrons are then taken over by McStas and propagated to the sample (PowderN) (using the 
*.laz file specified as mcstas sample variable value in the script). After scattering in the sample, 
they are saved in mcstas.mcpl. McStas finishes  tracing of the secondary beam (radial collimator 
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and detector).

3)  SIMRES then loads  back the  mcstas.mcpl file  produced by McStas  at  the  same monitor 
position and traces neutrons through its version of the secondary beam (the same one as defined in 
the McStas file BEER_MCPL_PWD.instr, but made from SIMRES components).

At  the  end,  you get  a  diffractogram for  the  chosen structure  -  the  *.laz  file.  It  can  be  saved 
(File/Safe graph). At the same time, the McStas output files can be found in the  [cfg]/output 
directory. Namely, the “dhkl.dat” files contains the diffractogram.  

The commands required to run this example are: 

block ui
# executable file name
mcstas.file BEER_MCPL_PWD.exe
# directory for McStas output
mcstas.outdir mcresult
# initialize (run with -h option and get parameters)
mcstas.initialize
# Optional: change McStas instrument parameters
mcstas.lam0=2.1
mcstas.Lc=6.65
mcstas.Linp=0.04
mcstas.sample=./data/SiO2_quartza.laz
# Optional: list the McStas parameters in the Console window
mcstas.list
# Run simulation with 10 MCPL repetitions.
mcstas.runall 10
block end
# Plot resulting diffractogram 
DO DET1D

After execution, the diffractogram accumulated by SIMRES detector should be plottted and McStas 
output saved in [cfg]/output/mcresult.
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Figure 1: An example of a simple McStas instrument file replacing a sample in SIMRES:
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7 How to plot results

last update: 06/17/21

There is a set of commands under the main menu Plot, which permit to show various types of 
simulation results in the form of 1D and 2D plots. 

Output device

SIMRES uses the  PGPLOT library for graphics output. By default,  the graphics driver is set to 
XSERVE (Linux) or JSDRIV (Windows, a driver written specially for SIMRES). The graphs are 
shown  in  a  single  non-interactive  window  (all  graph  parameters  have  to  be  set  through  the 
appropriate command dialog). It is possible to change the graphics driver: choose  Settings / 
Graphic  devices.  For  file  output  (e.g.  PostScript),  provide  the  filename  with  full  path, 
otherwise the file will be saved in the installation directory (it may not be writable for regular users  
on Windows).

7.1 Intensity maps

Use the commands under menu items beam profile 1D (BEAM1D) and beam map 2D (BEAM2D) to 
show maps of beam intensity in various projections in the phase space. By default, SIMRES stores 
all simulated neutrons (i.e. complete sets of their phase-space coordinates and weights) in a registry.

The  neutron  monitor  (registry)  for  plotting  is  selected  on  the 
Configuration panel. The list of available monitors is updated after 
each simulation. By default, registries are created for all Detector 
and  Monitor  components.  In  addition,  registries  for  initial  and 
final neutron states at the scattering point in the sample are created 
if sample scattering is included in the configuration. This storage 
can  be  used  after  the  simulation  to  generate  output  using 
BEAM1D and BEAM2D commands.
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BEAM1D

Shows the intensity distribution along selected direction 
(x-variable).  The  graphics  output  is  not  interactive, 
properties of the graph have to be defined in this dialog. 
See the table below for description of these settings.

BEAM2D

Show a  2D map  of  the  neutron  intensity  projected  on 
selected plane, according to the choice of x,y variables. 
The set of variables and most of other parameters is the 
same as for BEAM1D. Special parameters are:

minimum-z:
Defines  how  the  minimum  of  intensity  scale  is 
calculated. Possible values are:

minimum (minimum from all pixels)
zero
minimum  positive  (pixel  with  minimum 
value > 0)

Normalization: the intensity scale is normalized so that 
the  sum  of  all  pixels  equals  to  the  integrated  beam 
intensity.  Actual  value  shown  on  the  intensity  axis 
therefore depends on the pixel size.

The table below shows the parameters for beam profile 1D. The dialog for beam map 2D includes 
in addition relevant fields for the second variable.

variable ID Description

x-variable X Choose the variable for abscissa:  

x,y,z: position (see the Coordinate systems)

kx,ky: divergence along x and y (i.e. Dkx/k, Dky/k)

kz:  Dkz/k = -Dl/l

t: time of flight [ms]

E: energy [meV]

lambda: wavelength [A]

points NP number of points on the graph

center X0 x-scale center

range DX x-scale width

x-autoscale XAUTO calculate x-scale automatically
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ctr-autoscale CAUTO set the x-scale center automatically

y-logscale YLOG plot data in logarithmic scale

errors ERR show error bars

fit gaussian GFIT try to fit a Gaussian peak

append APPEND do not clear the histogram, add new data to the existing 
one

reference frame COORD incident  axis -  show  the  beam  profile  in  the  incident 
reference frame (z along incident beam, y vertical)

local -  show  the  beam in  local  component  coordinates 
(axes parallel to the main dimensions of the component)

world - show the beam in world  coordinates (origin at the 
source)

filter FILT bit mask for events in guide coating, -1:all,  0:reflection, 
1:transmission,  2:capture,  4:scattering.  To  be  used  in 
combination  with  the  setting  of  respective  guide 
component,  MONITOR=yes,  in  order  to  register  non-
reflected neutrons.

comment COM a text to be shown on the graph

7.2 Gauge volume

The command GAUGE2D permits to plot and save gauge volume data. It works properly only for 
suitable instrument configurations, namely complete instrument with a suitable sample defined. 
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Setting  is  analogous  to  BEAM2D,  but  the  registry 
containing events in the sample is automatically selected. 
The ploted variable depends on z-variable:

intensity, scattering angle, dhkl, dhkl-TOF, TOF

Apart of intensity, definition of all other variable is the 
same as for DET1D plot ( 37) . 

How to export sampling events:

Set comment to “dump=filename” in order to export individual sampling events to a file. The file 
will contain on each line one event with index, position r, wave vectors ki and kf , intensity (n/s or 
n/pulse) associated with the event and (if z-variable <> intensity), also the value of z-variable (e.g. 
dhkl). The reference frame depends on the setting of the COORD parameter. 

7.3 Resolution functions

Resolution function shows the probability of registering given momentum or energy transfers or 
given scattering angle.  To simulate resolution function,  one has to set storage mode in  Tracing
options to “sample”.  The TYPE parameter in the SAMPLE setup has to be set to either “elastic” or 
“inelastic”,  according to the type of resolution function to be simulated. Choose the commands 
resolution profile 1D (RESOL1D) or beam map 2D (RESOL2D) from the main menu group Plot.

RES1D

Profile  of  the  resolution  function  in  given 
direction (integrated over the others). 

RES2D

Map  of  the  resolution  function,  projected  on 
given plane (the choice of x,y variables as well as 
other settings are the same as for RES1D).
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variable ID Description

x-variable X Choose the variable for abscissa:  

dQ/Q: relative |Q|-resolution

theta: scattering angle [deg]

E:  energy transfer [meV]

QX, QY,  QZ:  momentum transfer  in  Cooper  & Nathans 
coordinates (QX parallel to Q).

points NP number of points on the graph

center X0 x-scale center

range DX x-scale width

x-autoscale XAUTO calculate x-scale automatically

y-logscale YLOG plot data in logarithmic scale

errors ERR show error bars

fit gaussian GFIT try to fit a Gaussian peak

comment COM a text to be shown on the graph

7.4 View detector data

The commands  detector data 1D (DET1D) or detector data 2D (DET2D) permit to convert recorder 
neutron  positions  and/or  arrival  times  to  a  diffractogram,  i.e.  plot  intensity  as  a  function  of 
d-spacing, scattering angle or time of flight. For this purpose, SIMRES needs to know the positions 
of  pulse  shaping  chopper  (if  there  is  any)  and  sample  center  (i.e.  the  reference  axis  for 
determination of the scattering angle). If the pulse shape is defined by a chopper, set T0=yes  for 
the corresponding DCHOPPER component. In the DETECTOR configuration, set appropriate value 
of  detection radius (RAD). This module was designed particularly for displaying TOF diffraction 
data, either on the d-scale or as a map of time vs. scattering angle.
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Meaning of the plot settings are the same as for 
the BEAM1D or BEAM2D command, except of 
the choice of x,y variables:

scattering angle: scattering angle calculated from 
the detection position and the position of sample 
axis

dhkl:  d-spacing  calculated  from  the  nominal 
wavelength (set through the Instrument Interface) 
and scattering angle.

dhkl-TOF:  d-spacing  determined  from  the 
scattering angle and time of flight. The latter is 
determined from the detection time and the phase 
of the pulse-shaping chopper.

TOF: tine of flight (see above)

7.5 Export results

Data from any graphics output can be exported to an ASCII file suitable for import in a software for 
scientific graphics (Origin, QtPlot, ...). Choose the command from the main menu: File / Save 
graph data. The exported files contain all necessary information in the header (scales, labels, 
comments, ...). The 2D maps are exported as matrices (column index = x-coordinate) starting after 
the keyword DATA_2D:
TITLE:    "Beam profile"

COMMENT:  "x,y profile for z-scan"

X-TITLE:  "X [mm]"

Y-TITLE:  "Z [mm]"

X-RANGE:  -1.3153 1.3668

Y-RANGE:  -1.3055 1.9634

LOGSCALE(x,y,z): 0 0 0

LEGEND :  ""

LABEL(1) : "monitor: SAMPLE"

dimension (col,row): (256,256)

scale (col,row): ((-1.3153,1.3668),(-1.3055,1.9634))

DATA_2D:

...
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8 Optimization

last update: 17/06/2021

SIMRES provides tools for numerical optimization of instrument parameters. It is possible to make 
1 or 2-dimensional scans with any instrument parameter and evaluate intensity, peak widths, peak 
positions, map beam profiles and also to calculate a figure of merit based on the combination of 
intensity and peak width (meaning the width along any of the phase space variables, time, energy 
etc.).  In  addition,  a  Particle  Swarm Optimization  (PSO)  module  is  available  for  simultaneous 
optimization of multiple parameters. 

8.1 Scans

Use the commands under menu items  Scan:   1D scan (SCAN1D) and   2D scan (SCAN2D). These 
commands permit to execute scans with any instrument parameters, run MC simulation at  each 
step , evaluate required parameter (intensity, peak width, peak profile ...) and save it in a file for 
further analysis. See the table below for detailed explanation. Apart of setting the parameters of the 
SCAN1D or SCAN2D command, you may also need to set up the command for graphics output, 
such as BEAM1D, RES1D, etc. (see  How to plot results). This depends on the selection of the 
parameter “result set”. For example, setting results set = BEAM 1D means that the resulting 
table will include the integrated intensity, peak width and peak position of a peak plotted by the 
BEAM1D command, using its actual setting (for example the x-profile as in the screenshot below). 
The quantity actually plotted (intensity, width or position) depends on the value of the parameter 
“value index”, see the explanation in the table below.

SCAN1D

variable ID Description

variables (*) VARS ID of the variable to be scanned. It is composed of a pair 
of strings: [component ID] [variable ID]
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start START Start value

end END End value

steps NS Number of steps

x-coord IX Index of the variable to be used for abscissa . Should be 1, 
unless there are multiple variables defined in VARS (*).

value index IV Defines the quantity to plot on the y-axis. It depends on 
the choice  of  the  result  set.  Usually IV=1 will  plot  the 
intensity. For BEAM1D, RES1D or DET1D, the choice is:

IV=1 .. intensity

IV=2 .. peak width

IV=3 .. peak position

result set TYPE Defines the type of data  to  be evaluated from tthe MC 
simulation  at each step:

BASIC

(1) intensity, (2) energy width, (3) time width

BEAM 1D

(1) intensity, (2) peak width, (3) peak position

The  abscissa  variable  is  defined  in  the  BEAM1D 
command.

RESOL 1D

Like for BEAM 1D, but using RES1D plot command.

DETECTOR 1D

Like for BEAM 1D, but using DET1D plot command.

FMERIT

Whatever is defined in the FMERIT command.

BEAM PEAK

Evaluates peak profile using the BEAM1D command and 
saves the profiles as a column in the output table.

RESOL PEAK

Like for BEAM PEAK, but using RES1D plot command.

DETECTOR PEAK

Like for BEAM PEAK, but using DET1D plot command.
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filename FILE  Output file name

(*) NOTE: It is possible to vary multiple variables simultaneously. Use “:” as a delimiter to specify 
multiple VARS, START and END values.

SCAN2D

the same as SCAN1D, but permits to define 2 independent variables for the scan.

Tip: You can 

8.2 Figure of merit (FMERIT)

FMERIT is a command, which starts simulation and evaluates a  figure of merit at the end. The 
figure of merit is a quantity composed from intensity and peak width with various weights. The 
peak profile is defined by respective Plot command, specified by the  “result set” property. 

RES1D

Profile  of  the  resolution  function  in  given 
direction (integrated over the others). 

RES2D

Map of the resolution function, projected on given 
plane (the choice of x,y variables as well as other 
settings are the same as for RES1D).

variable ID Description

norm NORM Normalization factor, see the equation (1) below.

chi-square limit CH2LIM For  data  with  multiple  peaks  (  TYPE=DETECTOR  1D 
only): ignore a peak fit if c2 > CH2LIM.

width exponent WEXP For TYPE=DET1D only: exponent term in the equation 
(2) below.

result set TYPE The same as for the  SCAN1D command.

formula FORMULA Select formula for the figure of merit:

intensity,  1/width,  intensity/width or 
intensity/width2

width can  be  further  weighted  as  described  below for 
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TYPE=DETECTOR 1D.

The figure of merit is evaluated according to the formula

FM=
f (intensity , width)

NORM
(1)

where f(intensity, width) is the function defined by the FORMULA property.

Evaluation of detector data

When evaluating diffraction peaks ( TYPE=DETECTOR 1D),  the width parameter can be modified 
by the WEXP exponent:

width=d−WEXPΔd (2)

where d is the peak center and Dd is the peak width.

For  a  diffractogram  with  multiple  peaks,  the  figure  of  merit  is  a  sum  of  contributions  from 
individual peaks.

8.3 Swarm optimizer

The swarm optimizer is experimental and still under development.

Swarm optimizer is a user interface module which can 
control  an  optimization  process  using  the  particle 
swarm algorithm. The control window permits to set 
up,   start,  interrupt   and  stop  the  procedure.  The 
procedure  uses  an  input  file,  which  defines  the 
variables to be optimized, their limits and tolerances. It 
is  outside  the  scope  of  this  guide  to  describe  the 
algorithm in details, some hints how to use this module 
are given below. 

This procedure searches for the highest value returned by the FMERIT command by exploring the 
predefined variable space. It uses the formula

v=ag ru⋅(g−x )+ar rn⋅δ

where v is the velocity of a particle in the parameter space,  ru,  rn are vectors of random numbers 
with uniform and normal distributions, respectively,  d is the vector of tolerances defined in the 
input file. The coefficient  ag,  ar are coefficients, which control the convergence of the procedure. 
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The vector g is the position of the global best value found by the swarm, x is the current position of 
the particle. The first term thus represents an attraction to the global best value, the second term is 
an uncertainty in the direction towards that optimum.  In addition, some of the particles are newly 
deployed  at  a  random  position  in  the  parameter  space.  This  event  occurs  with  the  explore 
probability.  

variable ID Description

acceleration ACC ag

individuality POWN Not implemented

explore probability PEXP Probability for a particle being newly deployed

random spread SPREAD ar

species NSPEC Number of particles

update loops UPDLOOP If >0, the optimizer tries to shrink the search space after 
given number of loops (experimental).

use average AVE Use an average of the 10 best trials as the global target 
(experimental).

timeout TOUT Timeout - the process stops after given time [hours] 

loops NLOOPS Optimization stops after given number of loops.

stop limit NSTOP Optimization stops if no better global optimum is found 
during the given number of loops.

variable space type SPACE all

Optimizes any instrument parameters.

segmented guide

Special optimizer for segmented guide (SGUIDE) profile: 
takes  convergence  angles  of  individual  segments  and 
maintains continuity on the segments boundaries.

input parameters INPUT A text file with input parameters

output data OUTPUT Output file name. The file contains information about the 
progress (time, number of trials, ...), actual best result and 
history of progress (time and FM values table).

Input file

The syntax is (one row per free parameter):
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[component ID].[parameter ID] minimum maximum tolerance [cost]

The tolerance defines an element of the d vector (as an absolute value). It actually defines the pixel 
size for the search space and also the random spread of the parameter. It is possible to optimize 
integer parameters by setting all three values to integers.

The cost parameter is optional. If defined, the simulated figure of merit (FM) is reduced be a term 
equal to the sum of all parameter values multiplied by their cost. By default, cost=0. To include 
costing into optimization, the cost value should be approximately equal to the amount of FM you 
want to pay for one unit of the parameter value.  

Constraints:

It is possible to define variables and use them in linear constraints. These definition formulas are 
recognized by the “=” character. In the example below, we assume a ballistic guide composed of 
three sections (GUIDE1..3). The lengths of the entry and exit sections are variable. The constraint 
ensures that the total length of the guide remains constant (50 m) and the gaps are kept at 50 mm. 

Example of the input file:
SAM.DIST  1500  5000  10
MON.RO(1) 0.05 0.3  0.005
MON.RO(2) 0.0 1.5  0.005
MON.N(2)  5   21    1
GUIDE1.SIZE(3) 100 20000 10
GUIDE3.SIZE(3) 100 20000 10

# constraints
length = 50000
gap = 50
GUIDE2.DIST = GUIDE1.SIZE(3) + gap
GUIDE2.SIZE(3) = length - GUIDE1.SIZE(3) - GUIDE3.SIZE(3) - gap - gap
GUIDE3.DIST = GUIDE2.SIZE(3) + gap
...

At present, no multiplying factors in the constraint formulas are recognized. An extensions of the 
formula interpreter is assumed in the future version.

Example of an input file for SGUIDE:
# variables are angles in [mrad]
G1A.ANGLE(1)  0   5   0.01
G1B.ANGLE(1)  0   5   0.01
G1C.ANGLE(1)  0   5   0.01
...

Output file

The output  file contains information about the progress,  time,  number of loops etc.,  list  of the 
optimized parameters  and a  script,  which  can  be  used  to  set  the  instrument  to   the  optimized 
parameters. 

In addition, a *.src file is created each time a new best configuration is found. This file contains a 
script which can be used to set these parameters via the script editor. 

Example of an output file:

<SwarmOptimizer>
ACC=2.0
SPREAD=10.0
PEXP=1.0E-1
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POWN=1.0E-1
AVE=no
NSPEC=10
TRIALS=1528
TIME=0.811635 [h]
<sequence>
<!-- time id  FM  INT  WIDTH -->
0.000000  1  434.505600  434510000.000000   98.721100
0.002534  4  795.492400  795490000.000000   100.303100
0.004178  6  1013.077600  1013100000.000000   86.393600
0.018375  29  1037.311500  1037300000.000000   87.853400
0.024553  41  1042.439600  1042400000.000000   94.187400
0.029306  50  1047.678100  1047700000.000000   96.063100
0.032140  56  1073.123100  1073100000.000000   91.894500
0.034413  61  1076.150300  1076200000.000000   93.284400
0.052643  95  1077.135000  1077100000.000000   94.267100
0.053085  96  1081.937600  1081900000.000000   93.288700
0.098643  179  1088.467400  1088500000.000000   94.096500
0.276580  527  1092.411200  1092400000.000000   93.126100
</sequence>
<result>
<!-- VAR BEST_VALUE MEAN_VALUE WIDTH_OUTER WIDTH_INNER -->
GS1.SIZE(2) 32.400000 32.366610 1.520946 1.364066
GS2.EXIT(2) 27.800000 27.816329 1.389346 0.720531
GS1.SIZE(3) 14200.000000 13892.245656 966.176520 508.454735
</result>
</SwarmOptimizer>
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Console command

date: 06/17/2021

SIMRES can run in non-interactive mode as a console command. The Java interface to SIMRES 
has  been  divided  into  the  console  layer  (simresCON.jar)  and  the  Graphical  interface  layer 
(simresGUI.jar), which are started by the launch script simres (or simres.bat on Windows), 
depending on command options:

For graphical mode:
simres [options]

For console (command) mode:
simres -con [options]

For running a test from the subdirectory ./tests in command mode:
simres -test number [script]

Following command will just print the list of options and exit: 
simres -help

The command accepts several optional parameters, which allow to define the running environment 
and simulation tasks. 

List of command options

Option Explanation

-g [GUI configuration path] Directory  with  restraxGUI.ini  and  restraxCON.ini  files,  which 
contain necessary information about running environment. It is found 
in the installation subdirectory ./GUI

-p [Projects list file] XML file  with  the  definition  of  user-defined  projects.  It  contains 
information about the paths to the configuration data, output path etc. 
The default is 

[user_home]/.simres/user_projects.xml

where [user home] is defined by the $HOME (Linux) or  %homepath% 
(Windows) environment variable.

-s [Script] Script file to be executed on startup.

-c [Instrument config. file] Instrument configuration file in XML format. By default, SIMRES 
will  start  with the configuration set in the user projects list  as the 
current  project  (normally  the  last  one  loaded  by  the  user  during 
previous session).

-e [command] Command to be executed. It has the form 

COMMAND_ID.Action

Where COMMAND_ID is the ID string of the command found in GUI 
on the command dialog (e.g. SCAN1D). Action is the string written 
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on the button which starts the command (usually  Execute, but not 
always ...). The default is Execute. 

Special commands:

MC ... run single simulation and exit

SCRIPT ... run the script and exit.

-test [number] Runs a test in console mode. The “number” defines the index of the 
selected test from the list given in./tests/test_projects.xml. 
The output is redirected to the system temporary directory (see the 
information on output). 

-o [filename] Results  output  file  in  HTML format  (the  content  of  the  Results 
window in GUI).

-log [filename] Print  console output  in  the  given file  (the  content  of  the  Console 
window in GUI)

-seed  [integer] Start SIMRES with given seed for the random number generator

-q quiet (no console output)

Typical examples

The typical mode of work includes following steps:

• Start SIMRES in the interactive mode (GUI) as usually.

• Set up the project directory.  Define a new one if needed, according to the Users'  guide. 
Make a copy of the user_projects.xml (let's call it myproject.xml), where you define 
your project as the current one (attribute current=”yes”:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<SIMRES version="6.5.3">
<PROJECT system="no" current="yes">

<CFGPATH>/home/user/my_project_path/cfg</CFGPATH>

<DATPATH>/home/user/my_project_path/cfg</DATPATH>

<OUTPATH>/home/user/my_project_path</OUTPATH>

<CFGFILE>myinstrument .xml</CFGFILE>
<DESCR>My simulation task</DESCR>

</PROJECT>

</SIMRES>

• Define all instrument configurations you want to run as a command, including the command 
parameters you want to use, output files (e.g. for the SCAN1D or SWARM commands) etc. 
and save each of them in a separate XML file.  You may also need to prepare the scripts to 
be run if you use the -e SCRIPT option. 

• Create a shell script like the following one:
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#!/bin/bash

OPT=" -p myproject.xml -log swarm.log -o swarm.html -e SWARM.Run"

/opt/simres/simres -con $OPT -c  myinstrument.xml    2>&1 > /dev/null &

This  shell  script  will  run  the  SWARM  optimizer  on  the  background  and  dump  the  output 
information  in  the  swarm.html  and swarm.log  files.  Other  output  files  are  also  created  by  the 
SWARM command, according to your settings in the instrument file.

Another possibility is 
#!/bin/bash

OPT=" -p myproject.xml -log output.log -o output.html -s myscript.inp -e SCRIPT"

/opt/simres/simres -con $OPT -c  myinstrument.xml    2>&1 > /dev/null &

It will run the script myscript.inp with the instrument file myinstrument.xml (both must be 
found in the instrument configuration path -  CFGPATH). 

Running tests
/opt/simres/simres -test 0

shall  run  the  first  test  project  from  the  list  defined  in  ./tests/test_projects.xml.  The 
executed  scripts  are  embedded  in  the  instrument  files.  The  output  is  redirected  to  the  user’s 
temporary directory (e.g. /tmp/simres/[name of test]) - see information printed on the console. 
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9.1 FRAME

last update: 17/06/2021

A FRAME represents basic shape, size and position of each components. It can also be used as a 
standalone  component  to  describe  a  simple  aperture.  A  list  of  input  parameters  and  their 
descriptions are given below. 

variable ID Description

distance DIST Distance  from  the  preceding  component.  If  the  preceding 
component  is  a  guide,  the  distance  is  measured  from  the 
center of its entrance window, i.e. the  distance is measured 
from the origin of the incident axis coordinate system. 
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shape SHAPE Ellipsoid

Applicable to samples only.

Cylinder

A cylinder with vertical axis (samples only).

Disc

A cylinder with axis along z-axis (incident beam). Applicable 
to samples and 2D components (FRAME, MONITOR)

Box

Applicable to all components with rectangular shape.

stage-gonio order ORDER Defines dependence between linear stage and goniometer

gonio on stage:  goniometer is installed on top of the 
linear stage assembly.

stage on gonio: stage is installed on the top-most axis 
of the goniometer.

dimensions SIZE Size of the component (see the definition below).

axis AX Defines the direction of the exit beam axis and orientation of 
the reference frame of the next component (see the definition 
below).

stage STA Linear stage coordinates

goniometer GON Angles  of  an  (y,x,y)  Euler  goniometer  (see  the  definition 
below).

velocity VEL A constant velocity with respect to the incident axis.

9.2 Coordinate systems

Position of the components is defined by the properties DIST,  AX, STA and GON as described 
below.  Some  components  adjust  their  orientation  automatically.  For  example,  a  crystal 
monochromator will adjust GON(3) and AX(1) angles to satisfy reflection condition, unless this 
feature is disabled in the monochromator settings. 
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Axis coordinates

Components are  positioned with respect to 
the nodes on the beam axis (solid red line). 
In the basic position (stage and goniometer 
are  set  to  zero),  the  z-axis  points  along 
incident beam, y-axis is vertical. 

Direction of the exit beam axis is defined by 
the  angles  AX,  which  define  rotations 
around (y,x,y').  The reference frame of the 
next  component  has  the  origin  at  the 
distance DIST along the exit beam. 

NOTE:  DIST  on  the  figure  is  the  property  of 
component 2, while AX belongs to the component 1.

Local coordinates of a component

Each component can be individually moved 
with  respect  to  the  axis  coordinates 
described  above.  Order  of  the  linear  and 
angular positioning depends on the value of 
the  parameter  ORDER.  The  figure 
corresponds to the setting “gonio on stage”: 
the component  is  fixed  to  the  y,x,y  Euler 
cradle, which stands on an x,y,z linear stage 
(see the figure). Note the negative sign at the 
STA(1) axis - the coordinate system always 
follows the right-hand convention.

Component size is determined by the three 
elements  of  the  SIZE  vector.  The  3-rd 
dimension  is  ignored  for  2-dimensional 
components like FRAME or MONITOR.

9.3 SAMPLE

last update: 17/06/2021
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SAMPLE is a special component which can be placed only between the primary and secondary 
instrument  sections.  The generic  sample component  has  been developed to simulate  instrument 
resolution. A more detailed scattering model has been derived from the SAMPLE class to describe 
diffraction on powder/polycrystalline samples (PCRYST). None of the sample models simulates 
multiple scattering, however secondary extinction is taken into account by appropriate weighting of 
neutron trajectories.

Generic sample

3D view of the sample area. The rgb lines show  
the xyz-axes of the local sample coordinates.

          

variable ID Description

sample 
container

FRAME Describes the shape and position in the same way as for other 
components. Depending on sample and instrument settings, AX 
and GON angles can be adjusted automatically (see FRAME)

type TYPE Inelastic

Scatters  neutrons  isotropically  to  all  energies  with  equal 
probability. Serves to simulate inelastic resolution functions.

Elastic

Scatters neutrons isotropically and elastically. Serves to simulate 
elastic resolution functions.

Powder

A derived type for powder/polycrystalline samples (see details 
below). 

Vanad

Similar to elastic sample, but different in the way how the solid 
scattering angle is covered: random angles are generated in polar 
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coordinates  with  vertical  polar  axis.  Conversely,  the  elastic 
sample uses the polar axis parallel to the incident beam (like for 
a powder sample). The results should be the same, but efficiency 
may differ significantly.

thickness THICK A wall thickness for hollow shapes (set 0 for full shapes).

sign SGN Sign of the scattering angle (<0 is CCW)

sigma_s SIGSC Total  coherent  scattering  cross-section.  This  value  can  be 
overridden by the component descendants like powder sample.

sigma_a SIGA Total absorption cross section for l=1Å (ignored if the value is 
provided in a lookup table – see below). 

temperature TEMP Sample temperature. Currently not used by any of the sample 
models.

allow 
transmission

TRANS If true, transmitted neutrons will be traced, otherwise they are 
stopped.1

allow 
scattering

SCATT If true, scattered neutrons will be traced.1,2

1 The SCATT and TRANS flags should rarely be set simultaneously. It is usually more efficient to 
run separate simulations in order to get both transmitted and scattered beams.

2 If SCATT=no, scattering cross-section is still used to calculate beam attenuation. 

Polycrystalline sample (PCRYST)

The class PCRYST has been derived from SAMPLE 
to model diffraction from a polycrystalline sample. It 
provides  a  set  of  additional  sample  parameters 
described  in  the  table  below.  This  component 
simulates  either  a  single  diffraction  ring  or  (if  a 
lookup  table  is  provided)   a  set  of  up  to  255 
reflections  (diffraction  rings  with  different  dhkl,  Fhkl 

and multiplicity  factors).   The  model  includes  peak 
broadening due to the size effect and micro-strains (d-
spread). In addition, a table with depth dependence of 
macro-strain components can be provided.

Beam  attenuation  due  to  absorption,  incoherent 
scattering and diffraction is  taken into account.  If  a 

lookup  table  for  reflections  is  provided,  the  total  diffraction  cross-section  contribution  the 
secondary  extinction is  calculated from all  defined reflections.  In  a  single reflection mode (no 
lookup table), beam attenuation due to diffraction can only be calculated from this reflection, the 
rest  has  to  be included either  in  absorption or  incoherent  cross-sections  (but  note  the different 
wavelength dependencies). 
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variable ID Description

structure 
factor

FHKL Scattering amplitude per unit cell volume. It should include the 
Debye-Waller factor, e−W  . The parameter is ignored if a lookup 
table is provided (see below).

d-spacing DHKL Inter-planar spacing for the simulated reflection.  The parameter 
is ignored if a lookup table is provided (see below).

scattering 
angle

THETA Sign of the scattering angle (<0 is CCW)

d-spread DD FWHM of  a  normal  distribution  of  d-spacing  (set  to  zero  ti 
suppress the microstrain effect).

grain size GRAIN Grain size to simulate the size effect.

plane 
multiplicity

JHKL Multiplicity factor

reflections 
table

REFTAB File name of a lookup table with a list of reflections (the table 
has  to  be  placed  in  the  project  configuration  directory). 
Examples  of  the  reflection  tables  are  distributed  with  the 
installation  package  (search  ./setup/tables  for  the 
sample_*.dat files)

strain table 
index

STRTAB Index  to  the  list  of  lookup  tables,  which  define  macrostrains 
(depth profile). The list of all strain tables can be accessed by 
choosing the menu item “Settings/Strain tables”. It contains full 
paths to the table files. 1

1 The  list  of  strain  tables  is  defined  either  globally  in  the  user's  profile 
($HOME/.simres/tables/strain_tables.xml)  or  locally  for  the  given  project  only  (in 
<project directory>/tables/strain_tables.xml). The files must exist in the respective ./
tables folder.  The files strain_tables.xml can be edited to include other user-defined tables. Click 
on the “Reload” button to re-read the list files and the lookup tables. 

Sample positioning

Orientation and displacement of the powder sample can be freely changed by setting the STA and 
GON variables  (linear  stage  and Euler  goniometer,  see  the  manual  to  the FRAME class).  The 
scattering angle (THETA) can be adjusted either directly (DHKL is recalculated automatically) or 
by setting dhkl ( DHKL is recalculated automatically). The sign of the scattering angle is overridden 
by setting of the sign  (SS) in the instrument interface dialog. Similarly, THETA and DHKL can be 
adjusted from the  instrument interface dialog by setting the THETA variable there. 

Note that  the automatic  setting of  the scattering angle (and hence the axis angle AX(1) of  the 
sample) can be disabled by switching off the option ADJ of the instrument interface.
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Scattering cross-sections

To simulate the scattered beam, set SCATT=yes and TRANS=no. The diffraction probability per 
unit path length for a single reflection (full Debye-Scherrer ring) is calculated as

ΣG = 5 x 10−4 jG d G|λ FG|
2

where jG, dG and FG are the values of JHKL, DHKL and FHKL input variables, which are set in the 
component input dialog, or defined in the reflections lookup table. This table has 3 columns with 
the DHKL, JHKL and FHKL values for each reflection:

Example of the lookup table for a polycrystal:
# polycrystal lookup table

# Date: 2021-05-31 21:02:47.768217

# Generated from NCrystal (https://github.com/mctools/ncrystal)

# Reference: X.-X. Cai and T. Kittelmann, Comp. Phys. Comm. 246 (2020) 106851

# Source file: Fe_sg229_Iron-alpha.ncmat

SIGA=0.012076

SIGI=0.00339261

SIGC=0.0951805

SIGF=0.0951356

SIGS=0.000552506

BT=0.0850541

BMPH=0.296871

# dhkl[A], multiplicity, FHKL/cell_volume [fm/A^3], h, k, l

2.0277 12 0.801505 0 1 1

1.4338 6 0.801505 0 0 2

1.17069 24 0.801504 1 2 1

1.01385 12 0.801504 0 2 2

Additional columns (e.g. hkl indices) can be included, but they are not used by the program. The 
header is optional, it can include comments (started by #) and one or more material parameters, 
which are used to calculate wavelength-dependent beam extinction:

ID Description(*) Default

SIGA Sa  –  capture cross-section in [1/mm/Å] 0.0121

SIGI Si   –  incoherent scattering cross-section in [1/mm] 0.0034

SIGF Sfree – free atom total scattering cross-section in [1/mm] 0.0951

SIGS Ssph – single phonon scattering cross-section in [1/mm] 5.53e-4

BT BT  – Debye Waller coefficient [Å2] 0.085

BMPH Bmph  – multiphonon coefficient [Å2] 0.297

(*) see the equations below. The default values where calculated for a-Fe.

The total removal cross-section (excluding diffraction) is 

Σtot = λ(Σa+Σsph) + Σmph + Σi⟨DW ⟩ + Σdiff

where the four terms describe neutron capture, single-phonon scattering, multi-phonon scattering 
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incoherent scattering and diffraction. The multi-phonon term is calculated as

 Σmph = Σ free [1−exp(−Bmph /λ
2)]

and the average Debye-Waller factor is approximated by

⟨DW ⟩ = λ2

8 BT
[1−exp(−8BT

λ2 )] .

Total diffraction cross-section (including the Debye-Waller factor)  is calculated as a sum over all 
reflections from the table with 2 d G>λ ,

Σdiff = ∑
d G>λ/2

ΣG exp(−2 BT

d G
2 ) .

For  each  trajectory,  the  reflection  is  selected  randomly  using  the  “Russian  roulette”  technique 
according the their diffraction probabilities. Each event is then weighted by the factor 

p = 1
2π

Σtot exp [−Σtot ( pathin+ pathout) ]

where  pathin, pathout are the path lengths in the sample material before and after the reflection. 

The position of reflection inside the sample and azimuthal angle (a point within the Debye-Scherrer 
ring) are generated randomly by the ray-tracing procedure. Note that this procedure in fact performs 
integration over the sample volume and averaging over azimuthal angles (Debye-Scherrer ring), 
assuming isotropic material (no texture). 

Transmission cross-sections

To simulate  the transmission spectrum, set  SCATT=no and TRANS=yes.  All  neutrons  are  then 
allowed to path through (or outside) the sample. Trajectories are then weighted by 

p = exp [−Σtot paththrough ]
and  no  integration  over  the  thickness  and  azimuthal  angle  is  carried  out  by  the  ray-tracing 
procedure.

Peak broadening

Microstrain

is taken into account by adding 

ΔG d = 1

√8 ln 2
Δd
d

G 0 grnd ()

to the nominal modulus of the scattering vector G0, where Dd/d = DD and grnd() is a generator of 
normally distributed random numbers with unit variance.

Size effect

is simulated as an additional random contribution to |G0| with Cauchy distribution,

ΔG s =
2π
D

tan (π (rnd ()−0.5))
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where  D=GRAIN and  rnd() is  the  generator  of  uniformly  distributed  random numbers  on  the 
interval (0,1).

Macrostrain

A lookup table can also be provided for macrostrain and scattering probability distribution along the 
depth under sample surface. The table includes as a minimum 4 columns with the depth and 3 
principal strain components (units are [mm] and [0.001], respectively). In addition, another three 
strain tensor components can be added, as well as three components of the vector p, which is used 
to describe oerientation-dependent scattering probability.  The depth is measured from the round 
surface of cyllindric and spherical containers or from the front surface (z = SIZE(3)/2) of a box 
container.

The table file name is defined by the STRTAB variable, which is the index to the list of strain tables 
(main menu item “Settings/Strain tables”).  

Example of a strain table:

# depth [mm], exx, eyy, ezz, [eyz, exz, exy], px, py, pz

0 -0.982 -0.982 0.764 0 0 0 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000

0.1 -1.127 -1.127 0.877 0 0 0 -0.4304 -0.4304 0.4304

0.2 -1.170 -1.170 0.910 0 0 0 -0.3704 -0.3704 0.3704

0.3 -1.121 -1.121 0.872 0 0 0 -0.3188 -0.3188 0.3188

0.4 -0.999 -0.999 0.777 0 0 0 -0.2744 -0.2744 0.2744

0.5 -0.826 -0.826 0.642 0 0 0 -0.2362 -0.2362 0.2362

0.6 -0.622 -0.622 0.484 0 0 0 -0.2033 -0.2033 0.2033

... ... ... ...

In this case, an additional weight factor to an event with diffraction vector G is applied:

w = 1 + p⋅G
|G| .  The  scattering  vector  G0 is  chosen  randomly  on  the  Debye-Scherrer  ring 

corresponding to |G0| =
2π
d G

 and then rescaled to account for the strain:

G = G 0

G0
T ⋅ε̂⋅G0

|G0|
2 .
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Single-crystal sample (SCRYST)

The class SCRYST in the current version serves only 
to  simplify  navigation  of  single  crystal 
spectrometers  in  reciprocal  lattice  space.  It 
simulates isotropic inelastic scattering and is used by 
SIMRES to simulate 4D inelastic resolution functions. 
The sample type has then to be set to “inelastic”.

In  the  Instrument  interface  panel,  set  the  options 
“auto-adjust instrument” and “auto-orient sample” to 
“yes”.  The  spectrometer  setting  (including  sample 
orientation) is then fully controlled by the  momentum 
and energy transfer calculated from the input data in 
the  SCRYST  dialog.  Description  of  available 
parameters is given below. 

If  Q=TAU+QHKL has  a  component  normal  to  the 
A,B plane,  then  orientation  of  the  sample  is  also 
influenced by the value of the OFFPL parameter in the 
instrument interface panel. If set, the sample is tilted 
so that the Q-vector aims outside the horizontal plane 
(the  A,B plane  remains  horizontal).  Otherwise,  Q 
stays  in  the  horizontal  plane  and  the  A,B  plane  is 
tilted. 

The FRAME and SAMLE parameter sets were described in the section “Generic sample”. The table 
below shows only the parameters specific to single crystals.

variable ID Description

A-vector

B-vector

VECA

VECB

Two vectors in reciprocal lattice units, which define a reference 
plane of the crystal. By default, A is parallel to the z-axis and B 
is  parallel  to  the x-axis  of the sample local  coordinates.  This 
orientation can be modified by setting the vector ZEROS, which 
defines the orientation of the crystal lattice with respect to the 
sample frame (container).

cell size CELLS Size of the direct unit cell in Å (a, b, c). 

cell angles CELLA Unit cell angles in degrees (a, b, g).  

tau TAU Center of the selected Brillouin zone (h,k,l)

qhkl QHKL Propagation vector (h,k,l). 

The total scattering vector is thus Q = TAU + QHKL.

energy EN Energy transfer (meV)
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zeros ZERO (y,x,y) Euler angles, which define the position of the reciprocal 
lattice with respect to the sample container (see VECA, VECB).

In the 3D viewer, the red, blue and green axes indicate the local 
coordinate system of the sample container. If  ZERO=0, then 
the blue and red axes are identical with the  A and  B vectors, 
respectively.

9.4 SOURCE

last update: 17/06/2021

SOURCE  can  describe  both  reactor  and 
spallation sources. By default, a Maxwellian 
spectrum is assumed for given temperature 
and  integrated  flux  (over  4p).   The  time 
structure assumes a uniform pulse of given 
width. A more realistic source description is 
possible  by  providing  a  lookup  table.  The 
component  accepts  various  table  formats 
described below.

If no angular flux distribution is defined in a 
lookup table, the source is assumed to fulfill 
Lambert's law, i.e. the emittance is constant 
regardless of the surface angle with respect 
to  the  observer.  The  emission  time  is 
adjusted  to  zero  at  the  emission  surface 
(given by the FRAME dimensions or by the 
polygonal  emission  surface  defined  in  a 
table).

See the table below for detailed explanation 
of the source properties.

variable ID Description
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frame FRAME Position, size and shape definition, as for other components.

flux FLUX Integrated flux. Set to 1 if the flux is defined by a lookup table, 
otherwise values obtained from the table will be multiplied by 
this number!

temperature TEMP Moderator temperature (ignored when using a lookup table).

wavelength 
band

LAMW Limit the wavelength range to λ=λ0 (1±LAMW /2) where l0 

is the nominal wavelength set in the  Instrument Interface. It is 
possible to check the actual wavelength limits  in the Console 
window  after  configuration  update  (run  simulation  or  press 
UPDATE on the instrument control panel)

flux table FLUXTAB File name for a lookup table (set to “none” for no table). See 
below the description of the table formats.  Preferred filename 
extension is *.tab, but any other can be used as well.

New:  It  is  possible  to  define  two  table  names,  separated  by 
colon: “file1:file2”. Resulting brightness is then simulated as a 
sum of the table values.

type TYPE steady-state

No time structure. For pulsed sources, the component simulates 
an average flux.  In this mode, the program reports intensity per 
second.

pulsed

Used for pulsed sources - set appropriate frequency, pulse width 
and/or provide a suitable lookup table with time structure. In this 
mode, the program reports intensity per pulse.

frequency FRQ Repetition rate

delay time DELAY Time delay (shifts the time zero)

allow 
overlap

OVERLAP If “yes”, frame overlap is allowed for the source

pulse width PULSW Time  width  (can  also  be  used  to  clip  the  time  distribution 
defined by a lookup table)

Flux tables

The source flux table is a text file which can describe source spectrum, pulse profile, spatial and 
angular  distributions.  Each of these properties  is  described in  a  section,  which is  marked by a 
keyword in the beginning of a header line. These sections are optional and can usually be combined. 
Linear interpolation is used to search in the tables.
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wavelength

The wavelength distribution is described by a 2-column table and 1 row header staring with the 
keyword LAMBDA.

LAMBDA dPhi/dLAMBDA  LOGSCALE=yes  (wavelength [A], flux [1e12/s/cm^2/Ang])

0.2886 16.39074

0.29384 16.5567

0.29917 16.63573

0.3046 16.6399

... ...

The two columns contain wavelength in [A] and flux in [1012 /s/cm2/A]. If LOGSCALE=yes is found 
in the header, then the wavelength values are sampled on logarithmic scale, otherwise they should 
be equidistant.  Extrapolation outside the table range yields zero flux. This table section can be 
combined with other sections (HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL, RADIAL, TIME) describing spatial, 
angular and time flux distributions, as explained below.

time

The pulse shape section starts  by the keyword  PULSE in the header line.   It  is  followed by 2 
columns with time in [ms] and weight [rel. units].
PULSE  (time [us], weight [rel. units])

-10.0 0

-8.0 0.2

-6.0 0.4

-4.0 0.6

... ...

The pulse weight is on relative scale: the program normalizes this table so that the integral always 
equals to 1.  This table section can be combined with other sections  (LAMBDA, HORIZONTAL, 
VERTICAL, RADIAL).

homogeneity

For an isotropic source, it is possible to define radial distribution of neutron flux (useful for cold 
sources) by a 1-dim table:
RADIAL   (radius [mm], weight)

0 1.000000

1 0.999060

2 0.998130

3 0.997190

... ...

Anisotropic and inhomogeneous source can be defined by two 2-dimensional lookup tables, which 
map the flux distribution along spatial coordinate and angle in horizontal and vertical directions, 
respectively. This model thus assumes that vertical and horizontal distributions are independent and 
can be factorized. These tables are indicated by the keywords HORIZONTAL or VERTICAL followed 
by 6 numbers  nx,  ny,  dx [cm],  da [rad],  x0 [cm],  a0 [deg], standing for the number of rows and 
columns and for the respective ranges and centres. The last 2 parameters are optional (default is 
centering at zero). The spatial coordinate spans along rows, the angular one along columns. The 
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table range is defined so that the number at the cell (1,1) corresponds to  x,y =  x0−dx/2 and  aH, 
aV=a0−da/2. 
HORIZONTAL       32      32   3.00000      0.164674 11.0 0.0

0.000000     0.000000     0.000000     0.398819E-02 0.135474E-01 ... 

0.502477E-04 0.103522E-03 0.107898E-02 0.557188E-02 0.232621E-01 ...

... ... ... ...

VERTICAL         32      32   6.00000      0.164674

 0.542382E-03 0.451457E-02 0.845734E-02 0.248894E-01 0.644373E-01 ...

0.914781E-03 0.609344E-02 0.125275E-01 0.263613E-01 0.491092E-01 ...

... ... ... ...

Numbers in the homogeneity tables are weitghts. The total flux [n/s/cm2/sr/A] found in the tables is 
therefore the product of values found in the spectral distribution and homogeneity tables.

polygonal emission surface

By default,  the emission surface is defined by the component shape, typically a  flat rectangular 
(SHAPE=BOX) or circular (SHAPE=DISC) object. Surface of this object can be further adapted by 
cutting with planes normal the horizontal plane (y=0). These planes are defined by linear equations, 
z = a + b*x, provided in the following input section:
SURFACE # linear coefficients (a,b): z = a + b*x

LINE=114.9403  -0.4503

LINE=82.7  0.0

END SURFACE

where each LINE entry defines one pair of the a,b coefficients in [mm].

Example:

In this figure, two source files for cold (blue) and 
thermal  (red)  moderators  are  combined.  Each 
source file has a single emission surface segment 
combined  with  spectral  distribution  (ESS 
butterfly moderator) and spatial distribution table. 
The  latter  further  restricts  the  extent  of  the 
emission  surface  and  its  spatial  brightness 
distribution.  Emission time is  set  to  zero at  the 
emission surface (unless further modified by the 
DELAY parameter).  See  examples  of  ESS-2016 
input tables below. Note that FRAME.SIZE must 
be  large  enough  to  envelope  the  whole  active 
surface.  It  should  also  be  centered  at  world 
coordinates  origin  in  order  to  set  the  emission 
time properly. 
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Spallation sources

ESS source model

SIMRES uses  analytical  model  for  a  spallation source as  described by  F.  Mezei  in  the  "ESS 
reference moderator characteristics" (2000) and in the model for low-dimensional moderators (T. 
Schonfeldt, Analytical fits to the ESS cold and thermal moderator spectra, ESS, 2013), as well as 
further ESS updates, including the pancake and butterfly moderator models. 

Internally, the analytical spectrum and pulse shape description is converted in a lookup table. The 
FLUXTAB table file therefore provides parameters of these analytical models as well as additional 
tables  describing  e.g.  brightness  inhomogeneity  along  spatial  and  angular  variables  or  emision 
surfaces. During simulation, the flux values for each event are searched within this internal lookup 
table. 

The input file format is explained by the examples below. The first row starts with a statement
SPALLATION_SOURCE type=3 

where the value of type parameter  defines  the moderator  model.  Currently,  there are  5 models 
implemented, according to the following list with references to the equations below:

1. short pulse, coupled [if T>273K, then eq. (1) , else eq. (2)]

2. short pulse, decoupled [eq. (2)]

3. long pulse, coupled [if T>273K, then eq. (3) , else eq. (4)]

4. ESS cold moderator, 2013  [eq.(9)]

5. ESS thermal moderator, 2013 [eq.(10)]

6. ESS cold moderator, 2015 [eq.(13)]

7. ESS thermal moderator, 2015 [eq.(14)]

The parameters can be listed in any order, but the set of allowed parameter names depends on the 
selected model. Examples for the long pulse sources are given below.

Notes:

The flux values refer to the time-integral per pulse, not the peak flux. They differ from the  peak 
flux used e.g. in the equations by T. Schonfeldt (2013) by the factor equal to the pulse duration, d in 
[s]. 

The LMIN, LMAX parameters define the wavelength range of the generated lookup table.  The 
interval can be adapted as appropriate for given instrument. 

The  maximum time,  TMAX,  defines  the  time  range  of  the  generated  lookup  table.  It  can  be 
extended to see more of the afterglow tail, but this may lead to worse statistics (longer simulation 
time is needed). Tune this parameters appropriately to the problem you want to study. 

Zero time in simulations is defined as the center of the time range, corresponding to t=TMAX/2  in 
the  equations  below.  Therefore,  it  is  necessary  to  set  the  DELAY  parameter  of  the  source 
component appropriately. For example, if TMAX=5000 ms, then DELAY=1.07 [ms] = (TMAX-d)/
2 would ensure that the simulation time zero corresponds to the center of the proton pulse with 
duration d=2.86 ms. 

The spallation  source  tables  below can be  further  combined with the  lookup tables  describing 
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angular and spatial distributions as described above. 

Models 1, 2 3

The table below is an example for the long pulse thermal moderator according to the ESS baseline 
in  2011.
SPALLATION_SOURCE type=3 
TEMP=325 # temperature [K] T
K2=2.5 # lambda-distribution parameter [A^-1] k 2

WIDTH=2860 # proton pulse duration [us] d
F1=160.7 # flux 1 [1e10 n/cm2/sr] Φ1
TAU1=80 # decay time 1 [us] τ1
TAUA=400 # decay time for ambient H2O coupled [us] τA

N1=20 # shape parameter 1 n1

F2=32.84 # flux 2 [1e10 n/cm2/sr] Φ2
TAU2=12 # decay time 2 [us/A] τ2

N2=5 # shape parameter 2 n2
LMIN=0.3 # wavelength lower limit [A]
LMAX=20 # wavelength upper limit [A]
TMAX=5000 # time upper limit [us]
END SPALLATION_SOURCE

The flux distribution is calculated according to the formulas:

Short pulse, coupled

ΦSPA = Φ1 M (λ , T ) [F ( t ,τ1, n1)+F ( t , τA , n1)]+Φ2λ
−1 (1+exp (k 2λ−2.2))−1

F (t , τ2λ , n2)(1)

Short pulse, decoupled

ΦSP = Φ1 M (λ ,T )F ( t , τ1, n1)+Φ2λ
−1(1+exp (k2λ−2.2))−1

F (t ,τ2λ , n2) (2)

Long pulse ambient H2O

ΦLPA = Φ1 M (λ ,T ) [ I (t , τ1, n1,d )+ I (t , τA ,n1,d ) ]+Φ2 λ
−1(1+exp(k 2λ−2.2))−1

I (t , τ2λ , n2, d ) (3)

Long pulse cold

ΦLP = Φ1 M (λ ,T ) I ( t ,τ1, n1, d )+Φ2λ
−1 (1+exp(k 2λ−2.2))−1

I ( t , τ2λ , n2, d ) (4)

where   M (λ , T ) = 2
λT

4

λ5 exp[−(λT

λ )
2]  is the Maxwellian distribution and

λT = h

√2 mn k B T
    λT

2 = 949.3 [Å2 K ]
T

The time dependence is described by the following functions:

Short pulse:
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F ( t , τ , n) = [exp(− t
τ )−exp(−n t

τ )] n
(n−1)τ

(5)

Long pulse:

I ( t , τ , n , d ) = [ J (t , τ , d )−J (t , τ /n , d )] n
(n−1) τd

    
(6)

J (t , τ , d ) = τ(1−exp(− t
τ )) for t < d (7)

J (t , τ , d ) = τ(exp( d−t
τ )−exp(− t

τ )) for t > d (8)

Models 4, 5  (ESS baseline 2013 and 2014)

The time profile of the pulse is the same as in the previous case (equations 5-8). The spectrum is 
defined by the formulas  below according to T.  Schonfeldt  (2013).  Examples  below are for  the 
pancake  moderator  with  height  =  3  cm.  The  emission  surface  is  flat  with  uniform brightness 
distribution (in contrast to the McStas model).

ESS cold moderator,  pancake 3 cm, 2014 
# comment: ESS 2014, cold spectrum, pancake 3 cm

# table with pulsed source parameters

# type 1-3: F. Mezei ESS reference data (Dec. 2000)

# type 4,5: model by T. Schonfeldt, 2013

# (1) short coupled, (2) short decoupled, (3) long, (4) ESS cold, (5) ESS thermal 

SPALLATION_SOURCE type=4

# moderated term

I1=1584.5819 # flux 1 [1e10/s/cm2/ster] I 1

ALPHA1=0.7725 # exp. decay coefficient 1 [A^-1] α1

I2=67.7872 # flux 2 [1e10/s/cm2/ster] I 2

ALPHA2=0.3179 # exp. decay coefficient 2 [A^-1] α2

# cut-off term

ALPHAC=-17.8373 # exp. decay coefficient [A^-1] αc

LAMC=2.5396 # cut-off wavelength [A] λ c

EXPO=0.1605 # exponent for the cut-off term [] m
# slow-down term

ISD=29.9084 # flux, epithermal [1e10/s/cm2/ster] ΦSD

ALPHASD=0.9 # cut-off parameter  [A^-1] αSD

LAMSD=2.4445 # cut-off wavelength [A] λSD

# time structure

TAU1=287 # decay time 1 [us] τ1

TAUA=400 # decay time 2, ambiente H2O [us] τA

N1=20 # pulse shape parameter 1 [] n1

TAU2=12 # decay time 2 [us/A] τ2

N2=5 # pulse shape parameter 2 [] n2

# wavelength range

LMIN=0.2 # wavelength lower limit [A]
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LMAX=20 # wavelength upper limit [A]

# time range

TMAX=5000 # time upper limit [us]

WIDTH=2860 # pulse width [us] d
END SPALLATION_SOURCE

ESS thermal moderator,  pancake 3 cm, 2014 
# comment: ESS 2014, thermal spectrum, pancake 3 cm

# table with pulsed source parameters

# type 1-3: F. Mezei ESS reference data (Dec. 2000)

# type 4,5: model by T. Schonfeldt, 2013

# (1) short coupled, (2) short decoupled, (3) long, (4) ESS cold, (5) ESS thermal 

SPALLATION_SOURCE type=5

# Maxwell term

F1=184.6575 # flux 1 [1e10/s/cm2/ster] Φ1

TEMP1=307.6295 # temperature 1 [K] T 1

F2=0.0 # flux 2 [1e10/s/cm2/ster] Φ1

TEMP2=20.0 # temperature 2 [K] Φ2

# slow-down term

ISD=32.601 # flux, epithermal [1e10/s/cm2/ster] ΦSD

ALPHASD=2.3207 # cut-off parameter  [A^-1] αSD

LAMSD=0.88 # cut-off wavelength [A] λSD

EXPO=1.0 # exponent for the slow-down term [] m
# time structure

TAU1=80 # decay time 1 [us] τ1

TAUA=400 # decay time 2, ambiente H2O [us] τA

N1=20 # pulse shape parameter 1 [] n1

TAU2=12 # decay time 2 [us/A] τ2

N2=5 # pulse shape parameter 2 [] n2

# wavelength range

LMIN=0.2 # wavelength lower limit [A]

LMAX=20 # wavelength upper limit [A]

# time range

TMAX=5000 # time upper limit [us]

WIDTH=2860 # pulse width [us] d
END SPALLATION_SOURCE

The cold spectrum has the form

ΦESSC = F CO (λ ,αc ,λc)
m [ I 1 exp(−α1λ) + I 2 exp(−α2λ)] I (t , τ1, n1, d ) +

ΦSD λ
−1 F CO (λ ,αSD ,λSD) I (t , τ2λ , n2, d )

(9)

where the cut-off function is defined as FCO (λ ,αc ,λc) =
1

1+exp (α(λ−λc)) .

The thermal spectrum has the form
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ΦESST = (Φ1 M (λ ,T 1)+Φ2 M (λ , T 2))
1
2
[ I ( t ,τ1, n1, d )+ I (t , τ A , n1, d )] +

ΦSDλ
−1 F CO (λ ,αSD ,λSD)

m
I (t , τ2λ , n2, d )

(10)

Models 6, 7  (ESS baseline, 2015)

Implementation follows the one in McStas, based on fitting of the MCNM simulation results by T. 
Schonfeldt (2013). Information about he “butterfly” moderator model are described in the report  
“New ESS Moderator Baseline” by Ken Andersen (ESS, 9/4/2015).

In SIMRES, the new formulation used in McStas was rewritten into the same analytical expressions 
as those used in the previous versions. It is thus composed of the same thermal and slow-down 
terms, but the time structure is simplified to J (t , τ , d ) , where t is now the function of 
wavelngth

τ(λ) = τ1(1+ p1λ
2)exp(−p2(λ+ p3)

p4) . (12)

Hence the vector of four parameters p is added to the input file. 

The spatial distribbution is treated by using the existing possibility to add additional lookp tables in 
the input file, see the example below. The  input values can be calculated  for each of the pre-
defined beamports with angles -55, -50, … +55 deg. 

Cold spectrum, version 2015

ΦESSC = [ I T+ I SD ] J (t , τ , d )

where I T = F CO(λ ,αc ,λc)
m[ I 1 exp(−α1λ ) + I 2exp (−α2λ)]

and I SD = ΦSDλ
−1 F CO(λ ,αSD ,λSD)

(13)

ESS-2016 cold moderator (butterfly), height 3 cm, beamport angle =  145 deg (W2)
# comment: ESS 2016, cold moderator, butterfly 3 cm, port angle=55 centre=3.5 cm

# table with pulsed source parameters

# type 1-3: F. Mezei ESS reference data (Dec. 2000)

# type 4,5: model by T. Schonfeldt, 2013

# type 6,7: model by T. Schonfeldt, 2015, butterfly moderator

# (1) short coupled, (2) short decoupled, (3) long, (4,6) ESS cold, (5,7) ESS thermal 

SPALLATION_SOURCE type=6

# moderated term

I1=1432.9663 # flux 1 [1e10/s/cm2/ster] I 1

ALPHA1=0.8317 # exp. decay coefficient 1 [A^-1] α1

I2=54.3879 # flux 2 [1e10/s/cm2/ster] I 2

ALPHA2=0.325 # exp. decay coefficient 2 [A^-1] α2

# cut-off term

ALPHAC=-38 # exp. decay coefficient [A^-1] αc

LAMC=2.53 # cut-off wavelength [A] λ c

EXPO=0.0645 # exponent for the cut-off term [] m
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# slow-down term

ISD=20.0886 # flux, epithermal [1e10/s/cm2/ster] ΦSD

ALPHASD=2.5 # cut-off parameter  [A^-1] αSD

LAMSD=2.2 # cut-off wavelength [A] λ SD

# time structure

TAU1=285.3712 # decay time [us] τ1

TAUP=0.0044 66.3537 0.9 8.6446  # wavelength dependence [] p [i ]
# wavelength range

LMIN=0.2 # wavelength lower limit [A]

LMAX=20 # wavelength upper limit [A]

# time range

TMAX=10000 # time upper limit [us]

WIDTH=2860 # pulse width [us] d
END SPALLATION_SOURCE

add polygonal surface:
SURFACE

LINE=0.0  0.5881

END SURFACE

add horizontal spatial distribuition (angular is uniform)

matrix 64x2, spatial range 11 +- 5 cm, angular range +- 1.05 rad

HORIZONTAL 64 2 4 1.05 3.5 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

… …

add vertical spatial distribuition (angular is uniform)

matrix 64x2, spatial range +- 1.5 cm, angular range +- 1.05 rad

VERTICAL 64 2 1.5 1.05

0.5705 0.5705

0.9132 0.9132

… …

Thermal spectrum, version 2015

The thermal model was simplified to a single Maxwellian + the slow-down term, but an optional  
exponent d was added to modify the wavelength dependence, 

ΦESST = [Φ1 M (λ ,T 1)λ
−δ + ΦSDλ

−1 F CO (λ ,αSD ,λSD )
m] J (t , τ ,d ) (14)

ESS-2016 thermal moderator (butterfly), height 3 cm, beamport angle =  - 55 deg
# comment: ESS 2016, thermal moderator, butterfly 3 cm, port angle=55 centre=-3 cm

# table with pulsed source parameters

# type 1-3: F. Mezei ESS reference data (Dec. 2000)

# type 4,5: model by T. Schonfeldt, 2013

# type 6,7: model by T. Schonfeldt, 2015, butterfly moderator

# (1) short coupled, (2) short decoupled, (3) long, (4,6) ESS cold, (5,7) ESS thermal 

SPALLATION_SOURCE type=7

# Maxwell term
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F1=275.4581 # flux 1 [1e10/s/cm2/ster] Φ1

TEMP1=325 # temperature 1 [K] T 1

DELTA=-0.2005 # exponent adjustment [] δ
# slow-down term

ISD=37.9482 # flux, epithermal [1e10/s/cm2/ster] ΦSD

ALPHASD=2.5 # cut-off parameter  [A^-1] αSD

LAMSD=0.88 # cut-off wavelength [A] λ SD

# time structure

TAU1=308.81 # decay time [us] τ1

TAUP=0.012 39.109 0.988 7.6567  # wavelength dependence [] p [i ]
# wavelength range

LMIN=0.2 # wavelength lower limit [A]

LMAX=20 # wavelength upper limit [A]

# time range

TMAX=10000 # time upper limit [us]

WIDTH=2860 # pulse width [us] d
END SPALLATION_SOURCE

#

add polygonal surface:
SURFACE # linear coefficients (a,b): z = a + b*x

LINE=0.0  1.4124

END SURFACE

add horizontal spatial distribution (angular is uniform)
#

HORIZONTAL 64 2 3.5 1.05 -3 0.0

0 0

0 0

0.6324 0.6324

0.6514 0.6514

0.6613 0.6613

… …

add vertical spatial distribution (angular is uniform)
VERTICAL 64 2 1.5 1.05

1.0883 1.0883

1.0292 1.0292

1.0057 1.0057

… …

An OpenOffice Calc sheets were written for easy generation of the input tables for given beamport 
angle. They are available on the Restrax web page

http://neutron.ujf.cas.cz/restrax/download/source_input_generator_2016.ods

ISIS moderators

A model for ISIS moderators has been implemented in SIMRES so that it can use the same 
brightness tables as the McStas model. The moderator is defined by the FLUXTAB file, which 
should contain a section like
 # comment: using source table in ISIS format, h.hrpd
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SPALLATION_SOURCE_ISIS

# ISIS table name

FNAME=h.hrpd

# power in kW

POW=160

# wavelength range

LMIN=0.2 # wavelength lower limit [A]

LMAX=20 # wavelength upper limit [A]

# time range

TMAX=400 # time upper limit [us]

END SPALLATION_SOURCE_ISIS

This section can be combined with other sections describing brightness inhomogeneity as other 
models, but not with another brightness/pulse table.

9.5 CRYSTAL

last update: 06/17/2021

This  component  usually  serves  as  a  crystal  monochromator  or  analyzer.  It  can  describe  both 
elastically  bent  and  mosaic  crystals,  either  a  single  slab  or  arranged  in  a  focusing  array.  The 
physical  model  used  for  ray-tracing  simulation  has  been  described  in  the  paper:  J.  Šaroun, 
"Random-walk algorithm for the simulation of neutron diffraction in deformed mosaic crystals", 
Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A 529 (2004) 162-165.
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View of a bent crystal monochromator composed of 11  
vertically tilted stacks of Si wafers.

Tips:

Use auto-adjust to keep the crystal in reflection position 
for  given  nominal  wavelength  (set  in  the  instrument 
Interface properties). 

Use  autofocus to automatically set  curvature for given 
focal  distances  (useful  e.g.  for  focusing  TAS 
monochromators/analyzers).

variable ID Description

FRAME Set of variables for distance, dimensions etc.,  common for all 
components. SIZE determines the width, height and thickness of 
the whole array  (see  FRAME).

type TYPE Filter, mosaic, bent perfect, mosaic gradient

reflection REFNAME Reflection name from the .../setup/crystal.lib table

d-spacing DHKL d-spacing (automatically set when changing REFNAME)

sign SGN Sign of the scattering angle

cutting angle CHI Angle between diffraction vector and front surface normal
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mosaicity MOS Mosaicity

anisotropy ANIZ Anisotropy of mosaicity (ratio vertical/horizontal)

Poisson POISS Poisson elastic constant

curvatures RO Curvatures (horizontal, vertical, in depth)

segments N Number  of  segments  (horizontal,  vertical,  in  depth).  N(3)>1 
defines  a  stack  of  crystal  plates/wafers.  RO(3)  and ASTACK 
then define variation of their orientation as a function of depth 
coordinate (z).

gaps D Gaps between  segments (horizontal, vertical, in depth)

gradient DGR Deformation gradient, can be combined with mosaicity

gradient angle DGA Angle for the deformation gradient (0 for z direction)

domain thickness DLAM Effective thickness of mosaic domains (for primary extinction)

model MODEL Simulation model

simple

simplified  version  of  random  walk:  extinction  affects 
reflectivity, but not the spatial beam distribution

random walk

algorithm as described in the cited reference above

auto-adjust AUTOADJ Automatic orientation to reflection position

Stacking – define the method of segments positioning in the case of non-zero curvature.

smooth horizontal STACKH If true, segments are glued to a curved surface. Otherwise they 
are centered on a plane, just tilted.

smooth vertical STACKV As STACKH, but for vertical focusing.

stacking angle ASTACK RO(3)<>0 and N(3)>1 defines a sandwich of crystal plates with 
varyig orientation along z (depth). In addition, ASTACK permits 
to define a shift in position along x, as a function of depth. It is 
defined as an angle (in deg). Together with appropriate value of 
gap D(3), it s possible to define an array of crystals similar to the 
RITA-type  multianalyzer  (however,  without  the  flexibility  in 
setting crystal angles individually). 

autofocus(*)
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autofocus hor. FOCH Automatic horizontal focusing; if yes, following two parameters 
apply.

hor. focus 1 FH1 Horizontal focal distance, source side

hor. focus 2 FH2 Horizontal focal distance, sample side

autofocus vert. FOCV Automatic  vertical  focusing;  if  yes,  following two parameters 
apply.

vert. focus 1 FV1 Vertical focal distance, source side

vert. focus 2 FV2 Vertical focal distance, sample side

(*) Automatic focusing means that the crystal curvatures are set automatically to the point-to-point 
focusing condition of an ideal elliptical mirror. The distances FH1, FH2 are the distances of these 
two points. 

9.6 DCHOPPER

last update: 06/17/2021

A disc  chopper  (DCHOPPER)  is  a  component  simulating  real  disc  choppers  under  following 
assumptions:

The  absorbing  disc  is  thin  (thickness  is  neglected  in  simulation),  the  full  sections  are  fully 
absorbing, the open sectors are ideally transparent. 

Beam entry and exit are defined by a pair of rectangular apertures. The components with/height 
(SIZE(1..2)) define the area of these apertures, the thickness, SIZE(3) defines the distance between 
them, the rotating disc is in the middle.

The open sectors are defined as radial sections cut in the circle (see figure below).
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variable ID Description

FRAME Set  of  variables  for  distance,  dimensions  etc.,  common for  all 
components.  SIZE(1,2)  determines  the  entry  and  exit  window, 
SIZE(3) is the distance between these windows. (see  FRAME)

frequency FRQ Rotation frequency. Use ± signs to define rotation direction.

phase PHASE Chopper phase. 

radius RAD Radius to the beam axis

window width WIN Basic width of the open section as a fraction of full circle (see 
TIMING).

number of 
windows

NWIN Total number of open sections (adjusted automatically according 
to TIMING).

timing TIMING Array of numbers (delimited by :), which defines positions and 
widths  of  open  sections.  The  format  is 
phase[1]:win[2]:phase[2]:win[2]:..; phase[i] defines position of 
the i-th section with respect to the top position (phase=0); win[i] 
defines the section width as a fraction of the WIN value . See the 
example in the attached figure.

profile PROF Sets the side edges radial (V) or parallel (U). 

Only V is implemented in this version. 

orientation ORI Defines position of the rotation axis: vertical (below the beam) or 
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horizontal (on the side). Only vertical is implemented.

auto adjust ADJ If true, the chopper phase is automatically adjusted with respect to 
the distance from the source and nominal wavelength (as defined 
in the instrument interface). A window with TIMING.PHASE=0 
is then positioned in the beam center at the moment of neutron 
arrival. 

overlap OVERLAP Allows frame overlapping. Otherwise phase offsets outside  ± p 
are ignored.

T0 T0 If  true,  this  chopper  position  is  used  as  a  reference  when 
calculating neutron wavelength from arrival times at the detector.

If multiple choppers are set with T0 flag, the reference time is 
calculated as an average from these choppers (useful when setting 
a chopper pair in optically blind mode). 

Lock to T0 LOCKT0 Lock phase to the T0 chopper

9.7 DETECTOR

date: 06/17/2021

This  component  can  represent  various  types  of  2D 
detectors: flat position sensitive detector, array of tubes, 
or cylindrical detector, depending on the value of TYPE 
parameter. Refer to the text below for details.

Tip:

Set  the  detection  radius  RAD to  the  actual  detection 
distance from the sample in order to be able to calculate 
scattering  angles  and  dhkl values  from  the  registered 
neutrons.

variable ID Description

detector  FRAME Set of variables for distance, dimensions etc.,  common for all 
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container components. For cylindrical detectors,  SIZE(1) determines the 
circumference [mm] of the cylindrical section.  In other cases, 
SIZE determines the dimensions (size or diameter) of the whole 
detector or (for ARRAY type) individual tubes. 

type TYPE Area

Simple  2D  area,  no  resolution  smearing,  100%  efficiency. 
Neutrons are registered on the plane z=0 in the component local 
coordinates.

Array

An array of detector tubes. Number of tubes and gap size are 
defined by the parameters RAD and SPACE. Efficiency is given 
by the product of  wavelength x ALPHA x flight path 
through the detector.

PSD

Flat position sensitive detector. Detection position is smeared by 
normally distributed random misfit  with FWHM given by the 
parameters RES (1 for horizontal, 2 for vertical). Efficiency is 
taken into account as for Array.

Cylindrical

Cylindrically  curved  position  sensitive  detector.  Its  size  is 
defined by the detection radius (RAD) and circumference length 
(SIZE(1)).  Spatial resolution is included as for PSD. Efficiency 
is taken into account as for Array.

Spherical

Like cylindrical, but with spherical surface.

resolution RES Spatial  resolution (1 for  horizontal,  2  for  vertical),  applies  to 
TYPE=PSD and cylindrical.

efficiency ALPHA Efficiency coefficient = absorption cross-section per unit volume 
for  l=1Å. (applies to all TYPE values except of Area)

radius RAD Detection  radius:  determines  the  shape  of  cylindrical  and 
spherical detectors and calculation of scattering angle (see View
detector data)

theta min. THMIN Minimum  scattering  angle  to  be  registered  (applies  to 
TYPE=cylindrical).

theta max. THMAX Maximum  scattering  angle  to  be  registered  (applies  to 
TYPE=cylindrical).

spacing SPACE Gap between detector tubes ( applies to TYPE=array)
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tubes ND Number of detector tubes ( applies to TYPE=array)

View  of  a  detector  with TYPE=cylindrical. 
Cylinder radius is given by the value of RAD, angular 
span  is  given  by  the  ratio  of  SIZE(1)/RAD.  The 
nominal scattering angle points to the detector center 
(red line).

View  of  a  detector  with  TYPE=array, 
SHAPE=cylinder,  ND=10,  SPACE=10, 
SIZE=(50,300,50).

9.8 GUIDE

last update: 06/17/21

A universal guide component, which can represent coarse collimators, Soller collimators, curved 
neutron guides, focusing guides (parabolic or elliptic), multichannel guides and benders.
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Tips

1.  SIZE(3)  is  always  the  component  length,  SIZE(1..2) 
defines  it’s entry window, EXIT(1..2)  is  the exit  window. 
Position origin is in the centre of the entry window.

2. Set Type suitable for given component:

soller or coarse: Simple or Soller collimator, no reflecting 
walls

guide  or  bender:  simple  neutron  guide  (number  of  slits 
N=1)  or a multichannel guide (N>1). Curvature can be used 
to simulate a bent guide. Flat trumpet profile (convergent or 
divergent) can be defined by appropriate values of SIZE and 
EXIT.

tapered  parabolic:  Tapered  guide  with  parabolic  walls. 
Walls are parabolic if curvature RO > 0, otherwise they are 
flat  (otherwise actual  value of RO has no meaning).  It  is 
thus  possible  to  define  a  guide  with  flat  top/bottm  walls 
(RO(2)=0)  and  curved  left/right  walls  (RO(1)=1). 
Multichannel guide with equidistant blades can be defined 
by setting number of slits > 1.

tapered  elliptic:  Like  tapered  parabolic,  but  with  elliptic 
wall  profile.  The profile  is  then a half-ellipse with minor 
axis equal to the larger of the SIZE and EXIT values. 

tapered  parabolic  (special):  Like  tapered  parabolic,  but 
with  unequal  length  of  blades:  should  have  better 
transmission (not much tested, experimental). 

3. Special options:

closed: no neutron passes through the exit

front transmission: neutrons can enter the blades from the 
front edge (for translucent blade material only).

oscillate:  random oscillation  angle  about  the  guide  focus 
(useful for radial collimators)

log bounces: logs the reflection events, records m-values as 
a function of reflection position (see details below). 

FRAME FRAME Set of variables for distance, dimensions etc., common 
for  all  components.  SIZE(1,2)  determines  the  entry 
window,  SIZE(3)  is  the  total  length  (adjusted 
automatically  as  the  sum of  lengths  and  gaps  for  all 
segments). (see  FRAME)

type TYPE Defines the guide model. See the Tips comment above.

exit window EXIT Set EXIT(1..2) to define the size of guide exit 
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slits N Set  N(1..2)  for  the  number  of  horizontal  and vertical 
slits (N-1 =  the number of inner blades). The blades are 
always equidistant (also for tapered shapes). 

curvature RHO Guide  and  benders:  RHO(1,2)  are  horizontal  and 
vertical curvatures of the guide. 

Tapered  shapes:  If  RHO(1,2)>0,  the  wall  is  curved, 
otherwise it is flat.

lamella thickness DL Thickness of inner blades (horizontal and vertical).

m-value M Mirror m-values for left/right and top/bottom walls. 

NOTE: If corresponding value is defined in the list of 
mirror tables (see  9.9), reflectivity curve is taken from 
that table, regardless of the actual value.

The m-value is always the same for all walls, including 
inner blades. It is only possible to distinguish horizontal 
and vertical walls.

reflectivity REF Top reflectivity of the mirror (oly used for analytically 
calculated reflectivity, see 9.9)

blade material MATER absorbing: all non-reflected neutrons are captured.

MU*lambda: Uses the MU parameter

Si, Al2O3: Uses the absorption dependence for silicon 
and  sapphire,  respectively.  If  type=”soller  or  coarse”, 
blades are always absorbing.

absorption MU Absorption coefficient in 1/cm/A.

monitor MONITOR Set to yes if you want to monitor lost neutrons (record 
and  plot  neutrons  which  are  captured,  scattered, 
transmitted, …). See also BEAM1D settings, FILT value 
(Intensity maps)

waviness WAV Gaussian waviness in mrad (s_RMS). See  9.9 for the 
waviness model description.

Options

closed CLOSED No neutrons pass through, except the monitored ones

one-sided ONESIDE Only concave side can be reflecting.

no direct view NODIR Adjust curvature to prevent direct view (only for guide 
or bender)
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front transmission TRFRONT Front face is transmitting (only guides and benders)

oscillate OSC Oscillating collimator (only for radial soller)

log bounces LOGBNC Log neutron reflections at the mirrors

9.9 MIRRORS

date: 06/17/2021

There is no special component describing a neutron mirror, but reflecting surfaces are simulated in 
various components. Most often, reflectivity is described by lookup tables. If no table is provided, a 
simplified analytical model is used.

Mirror reflectivity tables

The default list of lookup tables with neutron mirror reflectivities is defined in the file 

<User profile>\.simres\tables\mirror_tables.xml

(substitute for user profile directory, e.g. /home/username).

Tables defined in this list are are loaded on startup. SIMRES provides several alternative sets of 
mirror reflectivity tables, which can be selected from the list in the dialog at the menu item Settings/
Mirror tables:
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When selecting any of the table sets, the content of the default table list is replaced and new tables 
are loaded by the program. These common tables are marked as “global” and are accessible from 
any simulation project. 

In addition, users can add new tables or replace the global ones within the scope of each project. To 
do it, create your own list of tables specific to your project

<My project directory>\tables\mirror_tables.xml

No path information should be given. The path is  added by the program: SIMRES installation 
directory for the list from the user's profile or <project directory>/tables for a user-defined 
list. The listed lookup tables must be placed in the same directory.

Contents of the table list file looks like this:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<MTABLE version="1.0">

<MIRROR m="1.0">mirror1.0</MIRROR>
<MIRROR m="2.0">mirror2.0</MIRROR>
<MIRROR m="3.0">mirror3.0</MIRROR>

</MTABLE>

Each  MIRROR entry contains the  m-value and corresponding filename. When  m-value is set as a 
component parameter, corresponding lookup table will be used for calculation of reflectivity. If the 
m-value is  not  found in the  tables  list,  then  reflectivity  is  calculated analytically.  Examples  of 
reflectivity lookup tables can be found in the installation directory at ./setup/tables. 

Mirror table format

The mirror  files contain a table with 3 columns for m-values and reflectivities for spin up and down 
polarizations,  respectively.  The first  line  is  considered as  a  header.  Additional  header  lines  are 
optional for comments (line staring by #) and other parameters. Current version only supports two 
additional parameters: 

ID Description

MC m-value

COH Optional, use 0 by default. Set to 1 only to experiment with reflectivity decrease 
due to coherent scattering below Ni and Ti Bragg edges (for testing only,  not 
validated). 

Example:
m  up  down  
MC=3.0
COH=0
0.0 0.99 0.99
0.0129 0.99 0.99
0.0259 0.99 0.99
...
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Analytical calculation of mirror reflectivity

Use of lookup tables  is  highly recommended.  If  there is  no lookup table  defined for given  m, 
SIMRES uses analytical formula, which is equivalent to the one used e.g. by the McStas program:

Mirror reflectivity for given magnitude of the scattering vector, Q and m-value is calculated as

r (q) = r0 if q<1 (in Ni nat. units), else 

r (q) = 1
2
(1−tanh( q−m'

w
))(r 0 −

q−1
m−1

(r0−rm)) , 

where q = Q

2.174⋅10−2 A−1 .

The parameters w, r0 and rm and m' are set to

r 0 = 0.99 ,  r m = 1.02 − 2.86⋅10−2 m − 6.25⋅10−3 m2 , w = 0.05 and 
m ' = m+1.5w

Reflectivity

All SIMRES components employing supermirrors use the same algorithm for neutron reflection. 
The reflecting condition is defined by the initial neutron wave vector, ki, and the vector normal to 
the reflecting surface, N. Magnitude of the scattering vector is calculated as q = −2N⋅k i and 
neutron is stopped if the scattering angle falls below threshold,  q /k i < 10−6 . Otherwise, final 

wave vector is calculated as k f = k i + q N and weight associated with the neutron is multiplied 
by r(q).

To export the reflectivity curve actually used by SIMRES for given m-value, execute the command 

REPRE  filename m-value angle wavelength      

from the  Console  or  Script  window,  where  angle [deg]  is  the  incidence  angle.  If  non-zero, 
reflectivity is calculated at fixed angle, otherwise the reflectivity is calculated at fixed wavelength. 
Exported ASCII table includes 5 columns with q [Ni nat.],  reflectivity,  and the probabilities of 
capture, scattering and transmision (see below).

Neutron escape simulation

The segmented guide component  [SGUIDE] permits to turn each its walls into a monitor (set the 
MONITOR parameter). In such a case it is possible to record neutrons escaping through the walls 
rather then transported neutrons, which can be useful for example as an input for neutron guide 
shielding calculations. Following settings is then recommended:

• Remove all components after this guide from the beamline setup. 

• Switch one or more of the four MONITOR(n) values to 1 in order to use corresponding left,  
right, top and/or bottom wall as a monitor.  After simulation, this component should appear 
as one of selectable monitors on the setup control panel (Beam monitor combo box). 

• Set the option SGUIDE.CLOSED=yes. This prevents detection of neutrons transported to 
the end of the guide. 
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• Set the BEAM1D plot dialog: choose z as the x-axis ariable and set appropriate scale to plot 
escaped intensity along the guide component. The choose appropriate filter parameter for 
either  neutron  scaptured  in  the  coating (2)  and hence  converted to  gamma,  or  neutrons 
scattered or tranmitted to the substrate (5). You may also need to choose between world or 
local coordinate frame. See [Intensity maps] for more settings.

After running simulation, you should be able to plot (and save) the escape intensity as a function of 
distance along the guide.

Model for simulation of neutron escape probability

The  algorithm  used  to  calculate  probabilities  for  neutron  capture/transmission  in/through  the 
supermirror coating is described below, assuming the usual convention: one half of the scattering 
vector qT ≡ q /2 is expressed in units where the critical qT for natural Ni qTNi=1 (in Si: qT = 
1.0876 x 10-2 Å-1).

Total removal cross-section

It is assumed that neutrons can leave neutron guide at the walls due to one of the four processes: 

1. neutron capture with corresponding cross-section l Sa, probability PA

2. incoherent scattering with corresponding cross-section Si, probability PI

3. coherent scattering with corresponding cross-section Sc, probability PC

4. free transmission into the substrate, probability PT  = 1 - PA - PI - PC - r.

 where r is the reflectivity derived from the lookup tables or calculated analytically. 

With the exception described below (setting COH=1 in the lookup tables), we set PC=0 and Sc=0 
which effectively means that coherent scattering is treated as transmission into the substrate.

The total removal cross-section is then

Σtot=λ Σa+Σi+Σc .

Neutrons not reflected by the coating are treated in the simulation according to two algorithms:

Fraction 1-R0 above low-angle reflectivity, 

For the fraction of neutrons 1-R0 , where R0 is the low-angle ( qT ≤ 1 ) reflectivity, we assume 
that neutrons are either scattered or captured by the multilayer, with probabilities

P A=
λΣa

Σtot
[1−R0] for capture and PS=P I+PC=

Σi+Σc

Σtot
[1−R0] for scattering.

Fraction below the low-angle reflectivity, R0

In  this  case,  we  can  always  assume  qT > 1 .  Considering  only  normal  components  of  the 
scattering vector, neutron wave in the depth z under the surface can be described as

exp(iz √qT
2−4πρ−i k Σtot ) where k≡2 π

λ

where r is the real part of the scattering length density of the material (Ni or Ti). Imaginary part of 
the square root in the argument yields the attenuation coefficient for the transmitted wave:

μ/2 = 1

√2
√√~qT

2+k 2Σtot
2 −~qT

2
, where ~qT

2 ≡ qT
2−4πρ .

Note that in the approximation of large incident angles, ~qT
2 ≫ k 2Σtot

2 , we get
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μ ≈ k
~qT

Σtot ≈
Σtot

θ ' as expected for a beam at an angle q' with respect to the surface.

Neutrons that are not reflected could be either transmitted into the substrate or scattered or captured 
in the multilayer. The capture and scattering probabilities depend on the depth which the neutrons 
pass through Ni and Ti. For the transmitted beam, and assuming the sums of thicknesses of the Ni 
and Ti layers equal to dNi and dTi, respectively, the attenuation factor  is  

AT = exp (−x) where x = d NiμNi+d TiμTi .

The  values  dNi and  dTi depend  on  the  m-value  of  the  supermirror.  SIMRES  uses  following 
parametrization for their calculation:

d Ni = 0.31252 + 0.42611(m−1)1.92135

d Ti = 0.41647 + 0.796(m−1)1.953−d Ni

In the reflected beam, the penetration depth increases with the scattering vector. Assuming that the 
depth to the layers with period ~ π /qT for a supermirror with m-value = m scales proportionally 

to 
qT

2−1

m2−1
, we can express the attenuation factor for the reflected beam as 

AR = exp (−2
qT

2−1

m2−1
x) .

Hence, the total removal probability is calculated as

PR = 1−(1−r )exp(− x)−r exp(−2
qT

2−1

m2−1
x )

and the probability of transmission is

PT = 1−r−PR .

Similarly to the previous case, the respective probabilities for capture and scattering are calculated 
as 

P A=
λΣa

Σtot
R0 PR  and PS=

Σi+Σc

Σtot
R0 PR .

If necessary (the tabled or calculated r is too high), PT is set to zero and the scattering probability is 
reduced to PS=1−r−PA to ensure that  r+PA+PS+PT=1 .

The type of event is then chosen randomly with probabilities r , P A , PS , PT and logged ( a label 
is added to the neutron record) so that it is possible to export escape intensities for selected event 
types (see  Intensity maps.FILT parameter).  Following figure shows the distribution of individual 
events for m=3 reflectivity table with constant slope (r=0.85 for m=3).
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Waviness

Waviness is defined as a slowly varying orientation of the mirror surface. In contrast to roughness, 
it can be treated in terms of simple geometrical optics. No explicit waviness profile is assumed in  
SIMRES. Instead,  waviness  is  treated  stochastically:  a  random misorientation  of  the  surface  is 
generated  for  each  event.  Distribution  of  the  surface  misorientation  angles  is  isotropic  and 
Gaussian, with  s  (RMS) equal to the input parameter WAV (see the components description for 
[SGUIDE] and [GUIDE]). 

In  transverse  direction  (parallel  to  k i×N ),  the  misorientation  angle,   b  is  sampled  from 
Gaussian distribution with variance  s2. In longitudinal direction, probability that neutrons strikes 
the surface with given longitudinal  misorientation angle,  a depends on the angle of incidence, 
θ = 0.5 q /ki . 

Physical model assumptions:

Let’s assume Gaussian distribution of  a and set s=1 for simplicity. Parts of the surface with  a < - 
q  are not “visible” from given incidence angle, q. The distribution of surface angles as seen from 
the angle q is therefore  

p (α ,θ)= A−1(α+θ)exp(−1
2
α2)Φ(α+θ)  

where Φ( x)=1 for x>0 and zero otherwise.

The normalization constant A is 

A = ∫
−θ

∞

(α+θ)exp (−1
2
α2)d α = exp(−1

2
θ2) + √ π2 θ (1 + erf (θ/√2)) .

The ray-tracing algorithm employs biased sampling of a from p (α ,θ) :

1.  Generate  random  a from  Gaussian  distribution  on  the  interval  (−θ ,∞) .  The 
probability distribution function is therefore

g (α)= 2

1+erf ( θ
σ √2

)
1

√2πσ
exp [−1

2
( ασ )

2

] .

2. Multiply neutron weight by 
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w =
p(α ,θ)
g (α)

= √π (x+α ' )
1 + erf (x )

exp(−x 2) + √π x [1 + erf (x)]

where x ≡ θ
σ√2

, α ' ≡ α
σ√2

.

3. Repeat generation of a in steps 1 and 2 until α >−θ/2 (approximation to the case of 
multiple reflections from the same wavy mirror).

4. Generate random transverse angle b from gaussian distribution.

5. Add random misorientation to the surface normal, Nw = N−αZ + βY  where Y and 
Z are unit vectors for transverse and longitudinal directions, respectively, and normalize to 
|Nw| = 1 .

6.  Calculate  the  scattering  vector   qw = −2 Nw⋅ki  and  final  wave  vector  ,
k f = ki + qw Nw .

7. Multiply neutron weight by the reflectivity value, r(qw).

This algorithm fulfills necessary physical conditions:

• Surface with angle  a < - q  is not “visible” from given incidence angle, q.

• In the limit of  q >>  s, the weight  w=1 and angular broadening of the reflected beam is 
Gaussian as expected without the shadowing effect.

• In the limit of q << s, probability that neutron strikes the mirror segment of given length is 
proportional to a.

• No neutron can propagate below the “average” surface  (a=0).

Example:

     

Simulated distribution of reflected angles as a function of waviness. The simulated configuration 
included: 

• Narrow collimated monochromatic beam, defined by a pair of 0.1 x 0.1 mm2 slits at 1 m 
distance; 

• 10 m long supermirror guide (m=2) starting just after the 2nd slit, tilted by 0.05 deg and 
oriented so that the beam was reflected in the middle of the right mirror;  The angle of 
incidence was thus q = 0.025 deg;

• Neutron monitor just after the guide exit.
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With  l=1Å (left),  incidence  angles  are  below  the  reflectivity  edge  at  m=1 and  the  integrated 
intensity is nearly constant. With a shorter wavelength (right), the reflectivity edge cuts the angular 
distribution and integrated reflectivity drops with increasing waviness. 

9.10MONITOR

date: 06/17/21

The  MONITOR  component  represents  an  universal 
monitor of neutrons. It can be placed at any position 
along the beam line.  A memory slot is  allocated for 
each  such  monitor,  which  stores  coordinates  of  all 
successful events when they cross the monitor surface. 
The term successful event means a neutron passing the 
whole  trajectory  from the  source  to  the  end  of  the 
instrument (usually a detector). MONITOR thus does 
not behave like a real monitor, but sees only neutrons 
which really  contribute to  the signal  at  the detector. 
We can thus map “useful” neutrons, which is normally 
not possible in an experiment.  For example,  we can 
identify  optimum  size  and  shape  of  a  primary 
collimator,  which passes only useful neutrons to the 
sample.  This  component  is  thus  fundamentally 
different  from  a  real  monitor,  conversely  to 
analogous components in other programs (McStas 
or Vitess)!

variable ID Description

sample 
container

FRAME Set of variables for distance, dimensions etc.,  common for all 
components. SIZE(1,2) determines the physical monitor surface. 
SIZE(3) is the component thickness, but it is neglected for the 
MONITOR.  Set  SIZE(3)  to  a  small  value  like  1  mm.  (see 
FRAME)

counting 
mode

CMODE Defines what is counted:

sum   ... count all events

inner  ... count only events within the clip area

outer  ... count only events outside the clip area
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clip area Clip area defines a 2-dimensional rectangular area in the phase 
space. Any combination of the phase space variables can be used 
by  selection  from the  list  (IX,  IY).  The  center  (X0,Y0)  and 
width (DX,  DY) for given variable is set in the x,y-center and 
x,y-range fields. 

blocking 
area

BLOCK Set  to  yes,  if  only  neutrons  passing  through  the  clipping 
condition should be accepted in the simulation. Otherwise, all 
neutrons passing through the monitor surface are counted, but 
only those passing through the clipping condition are plotted.

Once the simulation is finished, all monitors and detectors are listed in 
the Configuration window. Select  the one you need for plotting beam 
profiles  (commands  BEAM1D  or  BEAM2D).  Note  that  the  last 
component and sample are automatically added to the monitors.

NOTE: You can use up to 6 monitors simultaneously. 

9.11 SGUIDE - a segmented free shape guide

date: 06/17/2021

A segmented guide (SGUIDE) describes a free shape neutron guide represented by an arbitrary 
sequence of segments with rectangular cross-section. Each segment is defined by:

• width and height of the exit window (w, h)

• length (L)

• critical angles (m-values) for the four walls (left, right, top, bottom) (m1 .. m4)

The entry window has the same dimensions as the exit window of the previous segment (or the 
guide entry for the 1st segment)

These segment parameters are not accessible via GUI and have to be either edited in the instrument 
configuration file, or set from the script window as a sequence of commands.

Guide segments, entry from script:

The command syntax is:
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SET <guide_id> SEG(n) <input line>

where guide_id is the ID string of the component (G3 in the following example), n is the order 
number of the segment (started from 1) and  input line is a space separated list of numbers 
corresponding to

w, h, L, m1, m2, m3, m4

Guide segments, entry in the configuration file:

The segments are described in the XML block
<SEG name="segments parameters" rows="12">

<ITEM>w, h, L, m1, m2, m3, m4</ITEM>
<ITEM> ... </ITEM>
<ITEM> ... </ITEM>
       ...

</SEG>

Guide segments, automatic segmentation:

It is possible to define automatic segmentation by setting negative value of NSEG, for example:

NSEG=-11

will divide the guide into 11 segments of equal length. The segment parameters will be copied from 
the  first  segment.   The  gaps  (GAP  value)  are  accounted  for  so  that  the  total  length 
(FRAME.SIZE(3)) is preserved. 

In addition, other parameters shown in the GUI editor are available:
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FRAME FRAME Set of variables for distance, dimensions etc., common for all 
components. SIZE(1,2) determines the entry window, SIZE(3) 
is the total length (adjusted automatically as the sum of lengths 
and gaps for all segments). (see  FRAME)

segments NSEG Number of segments.

curvature RHO RHO(1,2) are horizontal and vertical curvatures of the guide. 

gap GAP Gap between the segments.

waviness WAV Gaussian waviness in mrad (RMS).

misalign MISALIGN Gaussian positional misalignment in mm (RMS) for horizontal 
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and vertical directions.

active ACTIVE Flags  for  the  left,  right,  top  and  bottom walls  indicating 
whether  corresponding  wall  is  active  (=present).  If 
ACTIVE(i)=0, the wall is transparent.

smooth SMOOTH If >0, the segments are curved so that the corresponding wall 
profile  becomes smooth by quadratic  interpolation;  otherwise 
the wall is composed of flat segments.

monitor MONITOR Set to yes if you want to monitor lost neutrons (record and plot 
neutrons  which  are  captured,  scattered,  transmitted,  …).  See 
also BEAM1D settings, FILT value (Intensity maps). Elements 
1..4 correspond to left, right, top and bottom walls, respectively.

profile PROFH,  PROFV, 
EXIT

Choose manual, elliptic or parabolic tapering. In manual mode, 
the segment widths and heights are taken directly from the input 
file (see above), otherwise they are set to follow the required 
shape. Both parabolic and elliptic profile is then defined by the 
entry  (FRAME.SIZE(1,2))  and  exit  (EXIT(1,2))  dimensions. 
The elliptic profile assumes that the wider width/height equals 
to the ellipse minor axis.

closed CLOSED If   set  to  “yes”,  mo  neutron  can  propagate  through  the  exit 
window. Only useful for neutron escape monitoring (see Error:
Reference source not found)

front mask FRONTMASK If  set,  no  neutrons  are  allowed  to  pass  outsied  the  entrance 
window given by FRAME.SIZE(1,2).

absorbing 
gaps

GAPSABS If set, no neutrons are allowed to leak through the gaps between 
segments.

log bounces LOGBNC If set to “yes”, then individual reflections from the guide walls 
are logged and saved into a log file at the end of simulation.It is 
possible  to  select  individual  walls  or  their  combinations  for 
logging.
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Tips: 

The ACTIVE parameter allows to define a partly 
open guide (less  than 4 walls)  as in  this  figure 
taken from the SIMRES Lab3D viewer.

Use the SMOOTH property to decide which of 
the walls is smooth or segmented. 

Use the RHO property do combine tapering with 
bending of the guide. 

This guide component works with gravity, unless 
it is vertically tilted.

Exporting guide profile

To export actual guide profile, execute the command

EXEC <guide_id> PROF filename

from the Console or Script window. The ASCII file with 10 columns like
   1  144500  -87.44094 -127.44091 40 -40  2.5 2.5 3 3

   1  145000  -86.74062 -126.74058 39.97001 -39.97001  2.5 2.5 3 3

   2  145000  -86.74034 -126.7403 39.96998 -39.96998  2.5 2.5 3 3

   2  145500  -86.04015 -126.04011 39.89002 -39.89002  2.5 2.5 3 3

   3  145500  -86.03987 -126.03983 39.88997 -39.88997  2.5 2.5 3 3

   3  146000  -85.33968 -125.33964 39.75003 -39.75003  2.5 2.5 3 3

   4  146000  -85.3394 -125.33936 39.74996 -39.74996  2.5 2.5 3 3

will be saved. The columns contain: segment index, distance from the source, left, right, top and 
bottom wall positions and m-corresponding m-values.  The distance and  positions are the z  and x 
(or y) world coordinates (centered at the source) in mm.

Logging of reflections

Set LOGBNC=yes. Then, after simulation, it is possible to export the statistics of reflections as a 
2D map: it plots the number of neutrons reflected at given scattering vector magnitude, q (in Ni nat. 
units, m-values) at given position along the guide. To export this map, execute the command

EXEC <guide_id> MREC filename

from the Console or Script window. The map will be saved in ASCII format in the project output  
directory.

Using guide walls as monitors

It is possible to monitor neutrons captured by the coating or escaped into the substrate. For details,  
see [ MIRRORS], chapter Neutron escape simulation.

9.12XTAL

last update: 06/17/2021
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Special component developed for simulation of diffraction on a 3D array of bent perfect crystals. 
It  can  simulate  multiple  reflections,  including  parasitic  and  forbidden  reflections  due  to 
Umweganregung.  Refer  to  the paper:   J.  Šaroun, J.  Kulda,  P.  Mikula,  M. Vrána,  Monte Carlo 
simulations of parasitic and multiple reflections in elastically bent perfect single-crystals,  Nucl. 
Instr. and Meth. A 634 (2011) S50-S54. Usually it is better to use the component CRYSTAL for 
monochromators and analyzers, unless multiple reflections are an issue.  The component can not 
simulate  perfect  undeformed  crystals. Required  dynamical  diffraction  physics  is  not 
implemented, so the model works properly only for crystals with elastic deformation large enough 
to  allow  for  quasi-classical  approximation:  broadening  of  the  rocking  curve  due  to  elastic 
deformation must be much larger than the Darwin box width. 

How it works

Component orientation: 

Component orientation is defined as usually by the FRAME.GON angles (see  Error: Reference
source not found). The option autoadjust can be used to set the goniometer angles automatically in 
reflection position for given nominal wavelength as given in the Instrument/Interface panel. The 
vector  ORI (orientation) is used as the required diffraction vector for orientation (allows for 
non-integer h,k,l). 

Crystallographic orientation

Orientation of the crystal lattice with respect to the component coordinate system depends on the 
selection of material,  CRID (crystal),  which reads appropriate  crystallographic data,  and two 
reference vectors  A,  B.  These vector should be perpendicular,  A points along the z-axis of the 
component reference frame (typically normal to the front surface in the case of Bragg reflection 
geometry),  B is normal to  A in the horizontal plane (B  //  x-axis in the component frame). This 
setting can be further  modified  by the cutting angles  (CHI,  PSI),  which  define  horizontal  and 
vertical angles of A  with respect to the z-axis. 

Choice of simulated reflections

Reflections accessible at given wavelength and orientation are given in the list  REF. This list is 
updated after an change of wavelength, crystal structure, orientation, etc. In the Console window, 
list of these reflections is printed with additional information about wavelength required to meet the 
Bragg condition (for a parallel beam at the crystal center). Accessible reflections are searched for |
h|, |k|, |l| < MAXHKL, on the Ewald sphere with finite thickness defined by the parameter delta_k/k 
(DKK).  It  is  user’s  responsibility  to  choose  this  parameter  large  enough  to  account  for  crystal 
bending and beam divergence. On the other hand, if DKK is too large, the program will search for 
too many reflections which can never be active and the simulation can slow down significantly. 

NOTE: Only the selected reflection (REF) will be simulated, but the program can consider multiple 
paths (reflections) leading to it. 

Multiple reflections
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The UMWEG (multiple reflections) parameter defines the number of levels , where multiple 
reflections are searched for. With UMWEG=1, the program will only search for primary reflections. 
UMWEG=2 means that second reflections (including the  G → -G path) will be also simulated. Set 
UMWEG=3  in  order  to  be  able  to  simulate  true  umweganregung effect,  for  example  forbidden 
reflections. 

Tip:

The console/script command  REPXT [component ID] will print additional information on the 
reflections (including the multiple reflections)  searched for during simulation, such as reflectivity, 
Bragg angle and delta_k/k (relative variation of wavelength on the path through the bent crystal).

View of the XTAL component, vertical focusing: segments  
= 5, gaps=1.5, curvature=1.5, curved stack = yes.

NOTE:  XTAL.SIZE defines the dimensions of a single 
wafer in the array (unlike CRYSTAL, where SIZE is the 
dimension of the whole assembly).

Parameters

variable ID Description

frame FRAME Defines  the  size  and  orientation  of  the  crystal.  If  multiple 
segments are defined in focusing options, the  size defines a 
single segment, contrary to the CRYSTAL component.

crystal CRID Reference  to  the  list  of  predefined  structures  in  the 
crystals.xml table.
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orientation ORI Lattice vector used for crystal orientation

reflection REF Selected reflection  (final  lattice  node in  the case  of  tracing 
multiple reflection)

sign SGN Sign of the scattering angle

reference vector A A Rec. lattice vector in reference plane

reference vector B B Rec. lattice vector in reference plane

cut angle horizontal CHI Horizontal  angle  between  the  vector  A and  front  surface 
normal (z axis)

cut angle vertical PSI Vertical angle between the vector A and front surface normal 
(z-axis)

Poisson POISS Poisson elastic constant

horizontal bending RH Horizontal  bending  curvature  (read  only,  defined  by  the 
focusing parameters). Defines elastic bending of the crystal, 
not curvature of the focusing assembly.

vertical bending RV Vertical bending curvature (read only, defined by the focusing 
parameters).  Defines  elastic  bending  of  the  crystal,  not 
curvature of the focusing assembly.

sandwich layers NSW Number  of  sandwich  layers  (FRAME  represents  single 
layer !!)

sandwich gaps SWGAP Gap between sandwich slabs

temperature T Temperature  

temperature gradient DT Temperature gradient 

Focusing
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Both horizontal and vertical focusing can be defined 
by the parameters described below. 

Tips: 

Always set horizotal BENT=yes, the component does 
not  have  a  model  for  diffraction  on  perfect 
(undeformed) crystals.

Define  curvature  here  in  the  focusing  section. 
Parameters RH, RV are not editable, they are updated 
automatically.

variable ID Description

segments NSEG Number of segments in an array.

gaps GAP Space between the segments.

curvature RHO Curvature in [1/m] of the assembly. 

bent surface BENT If true, the segments are elastically bent to the given curvature. 
Note that horizontal  bending should always be set  to “yes” 
otherwise  there  is  no  reflection  (perfect  crystals  are  not 
allowed).

curved stack STACK If true, the segment centeres are placed on a curved surface, 
otherwise they are all on a flat surface, just tilted.

autofocus AUTO If  true,  the  curvature  is  set  automatically  for  point-to-point 
focusing, using the given focal distances

source distance FOC1 Focal distance on the source side.

target distance FOC2 Focal distance on the target side.

Options

Both  horizontal  and  vertical  focusing  can  be 
defined by:

autoadjust

if  yes,  the  crystal  is  automaticaly  oriented  in  the 
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diffraction position for the [hkl]=ORI

delta_k/k

defines the thickness of the Ewald sphere for the 
search  of  possible  multiple  reflections  in  given 
orientation

multiple reflections

the level of multiple reflections to be searched for 
(1  for  single  reflections  only,  2  for  double 
reflections, etc.)

max. reflection index

limit  for  the  h,k,l  values  when  searching  for 
multiple reflections 

Example of the status output - command REPXT:
Attenuation parameters:

    lambda =         1.68   [A]

         T =          298   [K]

        mu =    0.0229795   [1/cm] (absorption coefficient)

 cell vol. =     160.1863   [A^3]

 sigma_abs =    0.0047445   [1/cm/A]

 sigma_inc =  0.19977E-03   [1/cm]

 sigma_sph =    0.0012787   [1/cm/A]

 sigma_mph =    0.0126608   [1/cm]

  sigma_fa =    0.1007615   [1/cm]

         B =    0.3789798   [A^2] (B for the DW factor)

         D =            0   [A^4]

List of candidates for multiple reflections). It contains the refletion indexes, (h k l), followed by the 
list of paths this reflection can contribute to.
ipath   reflection --> node  dhkl  lambda   QML(reflectivity)

 (  0  0  0 ) np=  11

  1)    1   1   1 -->    1   1   1   3.136       1.680      0.2558E-01

  4)    4  -2   2 -->    4  -2   2   1.109       1.704      0.4934E-02

  6)    4   2  -2 -->    4   2  -2   1.109       1.704      0.4934E-02

  2)    3  -3  -3 -->    3  -3  -3   1.045       1.712      0.2113E-02

 11)    5   1   1 -->    5   1   1   1.045       1.701      0.2113E-02

  5)    4   0  -4 -->    4   0  -4  0.9601       1.602      0.3353E-02

  3)    4  -4   0 -->    4  -4   0  0.9601       1.602      0.3353E-02

  7)    5  -3  -1 -->    5  -3  -1  0.9180       1.757      0.1477E-02

  8)    5  -3   1 -->    5  -3   1  0.9180       1.609      0.1477E-02

 10)    5   1  -3 -->    5   1  -3  0.9180       1.609      0.1477E-02

  9)    5  -1  -3 -->    5  -1  -3  0.9180       1.757      0.1477E-02
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 (  1  1  1 ) np=  1

 12)   -1  -1  -1 -->    0   0   0   3.136       1.680      0.2558E-01

 (  4 -2  2 ) np=  2

 16)   -3   3  -1 -->    1   1   1   1.246       1.704      0.3315E-02

 15)   -4   2  -2 -->    0   0   0   1.109       1.704      0.4934E-02

 (  4  2 -2 ) np=  2

 19)   -3  -1   3 -->    1   1   1   1.246       1.704      0.3315E-02

 18)   -4  -2   2 -->    0   0   0   1.109       1.704      0.4934E-02

 (  5  1  1 ) np=  5

 28)    1  -1  -1 -->    6   0   0   3.136       1.701      0.2558E-01

 25)   -4   0   0 -->    1   1   1   1.358       1.701      0.8170E-02

 27)   -3   1  -3 -->    2   2  -2   1.246       1.701      0.3315E-02

 26)   -3  -3   1 -->    2  -2   2   1.246       1.701      0.3315E-02

 24)   -5  -1  -1 -->    0   0   0   1.045       1.701      0.2113E-02

 (  3 -3 -3 ) np=  1

 13)   -3   3   3 -->    0   0   0   1.045       1.712      0.2113E-02

 (  4 -4  0 ) np=  1

 14)   -4   4   0 -->    0   0   0  0.9601       1.602      0.3353E-02

 (  4  0 -4 ) np=  1

 17)   -4   0   4 -->    0   0   0  0.9601       1.602      0.3353E-02

 (  5 -3 -1 ) np=  1

 20)   -5   3   1 -->    0   0   0  0.9180       1.757      0.1477E-02

 (  5 -3  1 ) np=  1

 21)   -5   3  -1 -->    0   0   0  0.9180       1.609      0.1477E-02

 (  5  1 -3 ) np=  1

 23)   -5  -1   3 -->    0   0   0  0.9180       1.609      0.1477E-02

 (  5 -1 -3 ) np=  1

 22)   -5   1   3 -->    0   0   0  0.9180       1.757      0.1477E-02
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